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Stockton, California, Friday, April 18, 1941

PLANS COMPLETE
FOR MARDI GRAS

LOOMIS

Costumes, Decorations, Music
Share Spotlight for Ball
Only seven days away, the 1941 College of the Paci
fic Mardi Gras has become the topic of major interest
on campus, and Mardi Gras Chairman Dick Loomis an
nounces that plans for the sixth annual costume ball
are now complete down to the most minute detail.
Costumes, which contribute*
color, gaiety, and a carnival
spirit to the Mardi Gras, are
COSTUMES
scheduled to arrive from Gold
TO RENT
stein's in San Francisco next
Tuesday, and may be rented from
HERE
Costumes Chairman Melba Jean
Costumes for the Mardi
Lloyd in the S.C.A.
Gras may be rented in the
ELABORATE SHOW
Decorations for the dance will SCA building starting next
be the most elaborate ever un Tuesday, April 22.
Brought here from Gold
dertaken by a Mardi Gras Dec
orations Committee, according to stein's, well known San Fran
this year's committee chairman, cisco costume house, these cos
tumes will be available for the
Dick Stebbins. All plans have
evening at reasonable prices.
been completed, and the actual
Melba Jean Lloyd will be in
decorating of the Stockton Civic
charge.
Memorial Auditorium will take
' place next week.
The adornment theme is being
kept secret this year in order to
add an element of surprise as
well as to avoid an over-abund
ance of theme-matching cos' tumes.
Dick Loomis promises an elab
orate coronation ceremony for
Lim P. Lee, a graduate of Col
her majesty the queen of the
Mardi Gras. It is to take place lege of the Pacific, will be the
between 11 and 12 p. m. with chief speaker at the Inter-col
P-S.A. President Bill Biddick in legiate Race Relations conferthe role of official queen-crowner- The queen election held sev- .nee to be held Sunday in thf
oral weeks ago was marked by Student Christian Association
the largest queen vote ever cast building.
iu the local Mardi Gras history.
The program will begin with
MUSIC MAESTRO
a song session led by Tom HosMardi Gras celebrants will I
~ " chairman of the C.O.P
bailee this
mncir> of
of 1 ^ ^
this vpar
year tr*
to the music
uss Morgan and his orchestra. Cosmopolitan club,
Music In the Morgan Manner" Colliver will deliver the opening
as been heard in Chicago's message and will be followed by
Chez Paree," Fort Worth's Lee. The speaker now lives in
Casa Manana," New York City's San Francisco, where lie is work
international Casino" and ing on a better housing project
rench Casino," Hollywood' in China town. He has been ac
Palladium" and many other fa- tive in American-Chinese affaire,
Jn°us spots.
and has among other activities,
Morgan and his group of nine- worked on the newspaper.
t^n PeoPle has also been feaAllan Philp will lead the dis
'rtl on several radio commer- cussion of program ideas of the
li'n S' SUC^ aS
Rinso and Phil- various S. C. A. groups of colhas ^l01Tis Programs. Morgan ieges which are represented.
made several shorts for ParaJJ.
With Skipper Ye as head chef
hisUnt and Warner Brothers, and a Chinese dinner will be served
records are among Decca's following the discussion. Bulah
st sellers.
Ong will also aid in the prepara
ja^USf> himself supervises his ar- tion of the dinner.
bothementS and Performs on
n F"£
tPiano and trombone. His
Cisco,
Long
Bearti,
1Jresno
ne
tiw- ° Paying is the most disBakersfield,
Hollywoodand
He
eature
The
^
of his orchestra.
San Diego, will broadcast he
PUblic
35
wel1
mu'si
a his fellow
of tKUans rec°gnize him as one festivities and the music of the
Mardi Gras' orchestra Itworld's finest.
r<
Morgan from 1100 *
th0 ' ' ° i'ng to John Crabbe,
p. m. on the evening of rrida.,
California. Radio System,
Civic
April 25th, from the
tloaPOS<>d of 11 California sta
Auditorium.
in Stockton, Sacramento,

Lim P. Lee
Addresses
Conference

No. 27
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Hunef eld-Monagan,
Vie for Prexy
Yesterday's Nominations List
Thirty-five Candidates
Once again students of the College of the Pacific
and Stockton Junior College are plunging into the
rigors of politics with the annual PSA elections slated
for next Thursday.
At the weekly assembly yesterday morning the stu*dent body at large nominated

MONDAY

'

DICK LOOMIS, 1941
Mardi Gras chairman, has
announced completion of
plans for the costume ball
to be held next Friday
night.

Requests for
Yearbook
From Islands
Natural-Color Pictures
Feature Naranjado
Requests for this year's Nar
anjado, expected to contain fully
twice as many pictures as that
of last year, have come from
alumni in Hawaii and the Philip
pine Islands.
FOUR DOLLARS

Paul Latimer in the mid-Pa
cific isle and Carl Hedemark, a
corporal in the Marines stationed
in the Philippines, are the for
mer students. Requests have
also been received from all parts
of the state. These people pay
the full price of four dollars
plus fifty cents postage for their
yearbooks.
Students may still reserve
their copies, or buy their books
after the publication date—the
first week of June; however,
only a limited number of unre
served copies will be printed.
COLOR FOTOS

The book will be similar in size
to last year's annual. In addi
tion to the larger number of
informal shots of social affairs,
it will contain six natural-color
photographs of students on the
campus. The linen fabric cover
will be protected by a dust
jacket, on which there will be
an aerial view of the entire col
lege grounds. The directory of
P.S.A. and faculty members will
be continued.

LEST WE FORGET
Don't forget PSA balloting
next Thursday in the Ad build
ing' You may cast your ballot
after presentation of a student
body card

A. M.
SHOCKS

Proofs of Naranjado por
traits will be distributed Mon
day and Tuesday of next week.
Those living on the campus
will receive their prints by
mail; others are requested to
call at the Information Office.
Any money owed for the sit
ting must be paid before the
prints can be obtained.
Students are asked to return
their proofs immediately to the
Information Office so that
work may proceed on those
sections of the book. Many
parts of the annual are already
in the hands of the printer.

;

| those students who seemed best j
suited to guide the student body
through the coming fall and
i
spring semesters.

Monday morning of this week
was more or less gala.
Students tramped to their eight
o'clocks, refreshed or otherwise,
after a solid week of fun, good
times and dreary, dreary rain.
Whistling the latest Easter
tunes, they proceeded south on
the main floor of the Adminis
tration building, turned west at
one of the southern-most inter
sections and stopped whistling.
The proceeded west again, with
due caution and with no whis
tling.
They've gotten pretty used to
it now and they're whistling
again, but they will not forget
for a long time the sudden shock
of that Monday morning when
they first cast their eyes on that
mystic maze.
Those railings and traffic con
trol signs were put there for a
good reason, they rationalize. It
must be that they were put there
to destroy the practice of run
ning up and down between the
lanes of traffic and stopping all
semblances of steady, even flow.
They've gotten pretty used to
it now and they're whistling
again, but what they can't un
derstand is why the engineers
had to put those supports in the
middle of the stairs. It would
be such fun, such fun, if we
could all slide down.

PORTRAIT PROOFS

II
m.-iW
I/jiV"
Kill
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PRESIDENTS

,

Candidates for the all impor
tant office of student body presi
dent are Bob Monagan, promi
nent Tiger athlete, and Bill Hunefeld, well-known writer and thea
ter member. Monagan was nomi
nated by Les Dow, while Ken
Hastin spoke in the interests of
Hunefeld.
For vice-president Margaret
Lee, one of Pacific's well-known
vocalists, and Lois Bugbee are
the two contestants.
Jane O'Connor, Ethel Stark,
and Doris Guernsey are seeking
the office of secretary.
Two men well versed in poli
tics of the college, Les Dow and
Dick Stebbins, are signed for the
treasureship.

m

fjrj;

EX-COMMITTEE

Ex-committeemen at large were
nominated as follows: Allen
Breed, Gene Harter, Weldon
West, Glenn West, Joe Law, Joe
Kegler, Ken Hastin, Bob Nikkei,
Blair Smith, Tom Bowe, Claude
Hogan, Bill Thomas, and Leslie
Knoles.
The publications committee will
be chosen from the following J
nominees: Bob Conaway, Bu<J
Stefan, Irvine Sprague, Lloyd
Hebbron, Bill Lunt, George Kapel,
Jean Dagg, Marge Thatcher, and
Tom Ferrari.
Nominations for Yell Leader
include Art Schwartz, Jerry Win
ters, Boyd Thompson, and Chuck
Capps.
Acceptance speeches will be
presented before a compulsory
assembly on Tuesday at 10:45.
At this time the candidates will
be introduced and state their
platforms. All members of the
P.S.A. are urged to be sure to
attend this assembly in order to
become better acquainted with
the candidates, their aims, and
their views on college problems.
Elections will be held in the
usual manner next Thursday
afternoon and morning, in the
main hall of the Administration
Building. Students must bring
theft student body cards with
them in order to vote.
,>
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PACIFIC WEEKLY
JANET McGINNIS, Editor
Phone 3-0206 or 9-9121
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
Phone 2-3712 or 9-9121

By BILL WORKMAN
Now you children can all Put
your new Easter outfits, and wear^
clothes that are comfortable and ^
11
~ —use th iess
extreme—perhaps you
can
ones again during the strain of6 nev
some
r
holidays came like gentle drops of
raitl
to a parched desert, and were ever bit
as welcome. 'Sfunny, but school is
almost over. Seven more weeks a s y
is at an end; a complete finish for s "
and a stepping stone for others!!?*'
even so—seven weeks before these

Published every Friday during the College
year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
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March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for In Sectioon 1103,
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
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Editorial Board
BOB CONAWAY, News
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
JERROLD WALKER, Associate Sports
JACK TOOMAY, Associate Sports
FRANCES WATSON, Makeup
JEANNE DAGG, Desk
DON SEGERSTROM, Feature
AnFT.E SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
REPORTERS:
Milton Callas, RoseAnn Chatton, Paul Chrisman, Ellen Colvan, Harriett Davidson, Margaret
Fitzgerald.
Bob Klawans, Don La Moine, Betty Morrison,
Willa McDonald, Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, Don
Segerstrom, John Sayers, Adele Scoble.
Jack Toomay, June Tangen, Marjorie
Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Bill Workman, Allen
Breed, Max Gobel, Bill Ramsey, Herm Sapiro,
Bill Hunefeld Jr., Eleanor Powell, Mercieta
Voorhees, Doris Bowring.

• WHY NOT?
i:s Reserved copies of
the Scroll and
Stylus publication, MSS, can now be ob
tained in the main hall. Student re
sponse to the advance sales of MSS this
year was exactly what it was anticipated
it would be and was, as usual, excellent.
This year's publication was aided by
a donation from the Student Body and is
bigger, by far, than its predecessors. But
MSS is a Scroll and stylus publication
supported only by its sales.
Student
Body sponsorship of MSS would make
the publication available to more stu
dents.
Editor Jeanne Woodruff, speaking
for Scroll and Stylus said, "In addition
to hoping the MSS will be made an offi
cial publication with the Pacific Week
ly and the Naranjado, Scroll and Stylus
would like to see the magazine become a
Bemi-annual publication put out in co
operation with the art department, giv
ing space to art work as well as literary
efforts of the students."

• KEEP IT CLEAN
The College of the Pacific and the
Stockton Junior College have a beautiful
campus. Very few persons, from near
or from far will deny that fact.
But there are some, generally between
the ages of 18 and 23, who are instilled
with the philosophy that the campus will
always remain a scene of natural
splendor, kept thus by fairies and little
brown men who cleanly sweep it in the
deep, dark hours of early morn.
Too, these persons between the ages
of 18 and 23 are given the mass name
of "students" and, according to well
known authorities, "students" do not
generally believe in fairies and little
brown men who sweep the campus in
the deep, dark hours of early morn.
But, despite what well known authori
ties have to say, this "fairy philosophy
seems to pervade the minds of students
who fling papers, candy bar covers,
"coke" bottles and that general stuff
termed "Trash" to the four winds.
Whats say we forget these fairy
tales? The fairies will be only too glad
to empty the trash barrels!

LOOKING On The Air
AT THE
RECORD

KWG 1230 k» ON YOUR DIAL

By MAX GOBEL

(By DOUGLAS WHITNEY)
JENNY-MY SHIP (Columbiai
EDDY DUCHIN
The sad saga of Jenny, hit tune
of the smash musical drama
"Lady in the Dark," has been
etched on wax by Eddy Duchin's
musical crew and backed up with
"My Ship," another tune from
the same show. June Robbins
voices the plight of Jenny and as
always with a Duchin recording,
the maestro's playing is a stand
out. Bob Gately is the vocalist on
the flipover. The record is a sure
fire hit for Duchin fans.
A LITTLE OLD CHURCH IN
ENGLAND — LET'S MAKE
LOVE AGAIN (Okeh) DICK
JURGENS.
Dick Jurgens, whose band has
been making rapid strides in the
recording field, has bobbed up
with two additional sides which
add stature to the maestro. On
"A" side is Irving Berlin's new
tune, "A Little Old Church in
England," with Harry Cool tak
ing a neat vocal. The Jurgen's
saxaphone section can take a bow
with this platter. On the reverse
is a danceable arrangement of
"Let's Make Love Again." Lew
Quadling's piano gives this side
a musical lift.
UN, DOS, TRES UN DOS—UN
MOMENTO (Victor) ENRIC
MADRIGUERA.
The popular Latin-American
bandleader and master of the
South-of-the-border tempos, has
just signed a record contract with
Victor and these are his first ef
forts for the new label. Rhumba
and bolero enthusiasts will find
this platter to their complete sat
isfaction.
MY SISTER AND I — SLOW
DOWN (Bluebird) BOB CHES
TER.
Chester's greatest asset as a
recording band is his ability to
make his records listenable as
well as danceable. The above
mentioned tunes are no excep
tions. "My Sister and I" is a typ
ical tune, based on the painful

"The best chance for girls in busi
ness today is to enter those fields in
which the top positions are held by
women." Miss Elizabeth Gregg MacGibbon of the University of Nebraska lists
home economics, stenography and cosme
tology as excellent fields for advance
ment.
<
(Continued on page 9, column 5)

After an absence of three weeks
this column again is doing a
squeez-play in the Weekly and
depriving a better writer of some
erstwhile space.
RADIO STAGE HISTORY
The longer and one of the most
active of Pacific's radio programs
is Radio Stage, which is featured
weekly every Wednesday night
at 9:30. Radio Stage has quite
an eventful run with uncoming
changes and shifting between two
directors in its three years of ex
istence. On April 29, 1938, the
first program was aired under
the same title as today. Then it
was under the direction of Art
Farey, who guided its beginning
until the stone rolled smoothly
without collecting the proverbial
moss. Then in the Fall of 1938
John Crabbe took his place at
the wheel and guided radio stage
on a continued rough voyage.
Well now that sounds rather con
tradictory; first a stone rolling
smoothly and then a rough voy
age.
SCRIPTS
The stone was smooth enough,
but as it started to roll there were
bumps and chuck holes enroute.
The show has always been an half
hour affair and its forerunner
was Pacific Varieties which in
cluded 15 minute sketches. Scripts
is a word that fairly raises the
blood temperature and makes lit
tle gray matter sprout out at
the temples. It isn't an easy thing
to obtain. There is no income
from the programs eminating
from the campus studio and there
fore the use of royalty scripts is
out. Many short stories have been
adapted where it has been pos
sible to adapt them, and yet it
takes clever writing to make it
interesting. The production of
original radio scripts for Radio
Stage has been constantly encour
aged in order to build up our
material. This is not any too
subtle a hint to the aspiring writ
ers; we can sure use it.
Casting was done by and large,
but mostly from the Little Thea
tre. The first radio drama class
was held during the summer ses
sion of 1938 conducted by Art Fa
rey. Otherwise the only course in
radio that came near to the sum
mer radio course was Radio
(Continued on Page 15)

•jUMMriB PREVIEW
Ordinarily the closing 0f
school
would mark a general exodus to
summer
camps, summer work, steady e^pioym?!?
and marriage, but this year is fraugh;
with serious rumors which can no long!
be avoided. War is all too imminent to
be left out of the picture of one's Hfe
plans. Secretary Stimson provided the
greatest blow this week by announcing
that "our boys" should be trained for
fighting outside this hemisphere. "0ur
boys" have been told and promised that
no matter what the cost to American
pride they would never have to fight
away from their own shores. However
the mighty American Saviour cannot
move without an armed force backed by
intense hate and false patriotism, it is
a shame that we cannot be sure enough
of our own strength as a democratic
nation to hold on to the highest moral
values upon which this country was
founded.
The greatest damage comes
in the wholly totalitarian method of
promising anything to gain a movement
and then breaking the promise to better
fit a previous plan.
When it comes to the breaking of
promises we cannot help but wonder at
the bits of information leaking out of
Washington concerning the possibility of
keeping draftees in camp over a period
of a year, and as long a time as deemed
necessary.
Of course the President
stresses that the measure is still under
the earliest stages of consideration, but
in the present state of unreasoning hys
teria in this country, the measure will
probably come to voting status and be
passed despite the extreme value of the
human lives and morale at stake.
We are very pessimistic on the re
sults of such a move. Once the Ameri
can people come to the realization that
they cannot trust the representatives
whom they elected, then there will e
all—to pay. But this is the time when
all the higher ups are looking out or
the interests of the great America
Saviour, and not for the greater va
of human lives and human faith.
ON CAMPUS
,„ its
Tonight the S. C. A. is b°ldin!i6rt(ld
annual banquet. This year is m
with a departure from the genera
torn by the dance to be held at the
of the dinner.
Despite the fe®|"gtu.
many students of this campus, t
d
dent Christian Association has dev
a fine program, a good group of e
and has established itself on the
Coast as one of the best orgamz^t.rn by
and is frequently used as a pa
^
other schools. We bow to the o. ^
activity program, and wish it all
in the coming year's activities.
One week from tonight ma ^ ^ate
hilarious annual Mardi Gras.
^
to stick our necks out on the Que
^
position, but have our own gae oDUiar
to who proved herself the most P
on the campus. More importa >.g Qne
ever, is the realization that tni
cjaactivity of the Pacific Student
jj0
tion that is perfectly suppo
^0giother activity receives so much «a;r-astic support as does this one
The
and it is invariably a SUC<Lnnihg
formula lies in the careful P
advef'
well organized committees,
,j thr®e
tising, and faculty sanction. 1
pianof these items were present a
there
ning of each P. S. A. act' ster Pr°"
would be no duds in the se
grami,„0rs tor tbe
Parting shot—Three che®r,
spring crop of engaged coup

AIMUL

Quiar, Dent Maker
Starts Blitz-krieg
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RUSS MORGAN AND VOCALIST

Vengence
To Be Taken
Tonight

prospective Victims Scurry As
(yjadman Takes His Sights

Vengeance will be taken on the
faculty at Epsilon tonight, for
it is their annual faculty party.
Those professors who have guiF
ty consciences about some grade
or term paper will be treated
with special interest and cordial
ity. From genial Allen "Rocks'*
Waldo to lovable Amos Alonzo
Stagg, the pressure will be ap
plied. The theme, as always, re
mains a secret.
Lillian Simonsen is general
chairman assisted by Mervil
Hammill, Frances Miller, Jolyn
Bergeron, Marilyn Kendrick, and
Phyllis Dodge, decorations; Don
na Ferguson, Jane O'Connor, Vi
vian Bradley, Jane Gordon, and
Dorothy Sack, program; Celia
Cross, Doris Clifford, Harriet Mel
ton, Nancy Hogue, refreshments;
Barbara Ladden, Doris Booth,
Virginia Kuttler, Eleanor Bruno
and Shirley Wisecarver, kit
chen committee.

By PRESTON WHITNEY
dive-bombers^
messages of hate, ' iously together. "Sporting in
we believe, can be car
• .,:^e scurry like rodents stinct,"
ried too far.
A civilians
their steel and concrete bur:n
we here, play the game
Mary Will Go High
!' nee-wee scale.
I
'' seems to be a case of the For Plane Stunting
versus man.
One of the screen's most en
machine
thusiastic travelers, Mary Martin
THB DEMON
is making plans to do a bit of min
i
UP sights down the hood of or stunting in the air as soon as
, convertible then grins at the she finishes a film role.
ImZ beside him, which is a
The singing star discovered
"There goes a music Paul Gustine, well-known pilot,
I *°Tr with his bassoon. Let's who has been at the controls of
2e the rhythm out of 'im." two of Mary's air jaunts, among
tL nods in assent, and he grins the players working in her new
ln more fiendishly, showing picture, "New York Town."
L 0r six molars and an ounce
They settled down to a con
.d a half of silver amalgamate. versation about stunts, and Mary
1 By this time, the victim is halfrequested a jaunt at the conclu
wgy across the avenue, and is sion of the picture.
thinking of something to send
.his dear old grandmother for NEW PLAYER HAS BAPTISM
Easter.
Don Castle, sensational screen
He suddenly hears the roar of
find making his film debut in
the straight-pipe, and sees the Paramount's "Power Dive," ac
machine rushing toward him.
tually passed out and required
He stops paralyzed, then his medical treatment after a power
eam twitch, and he's off. Hug dive in which he was flown by
ging his bassoon to his breast, Dick Arlen, star of the picture,
he skims over the ground like for one thrill sequence in which
a young locust. The gutter is Arlen, expect flyer himself, dove
only fifteen feet away. Will be a ship with Castle as passenger
make it! Will he make it!
in a "nine-G"—9000-foot—dive.
Europe

Wh 6

their

t0rt

BY HOOK OR CROOK

Ripping the leather off one
shoe, he grazes the gutter and
slithers face down across the
lawn. He made it!
Retrieving his bassoon from a
nearby shrub, he watches the
car whine around a corner. Dizzy
from the sudden deluge of adre
nalin, he unconsciously remem
bers his grandmother, and wan
ders into the Girls' Annex.
You can see for yourself that
this sort of thing isn't very de
sirable.
The pedestrian develops a fit
of wheezing which eventually
may lead to spots on the lungs,
and the motorist develops a feelig of frustration. If he hits him,
he isn't much better off, as this
will probably cause ill feeling.
There must be some way in
which we can all live harmon-

HALF AND HALF
Betty Field, feminine star of
Paramount's "The ^Shepherd of
the Hills," has a contract which
permits her six months of stage
work each year. She recently
completed a leading Broadway
role in Elmer Rice's "Flight to
the West"

r.,.! !'!UrWl abovo are RUSS MORGAN and his vocalist
PHYLLIS LYNNE. Pacificites will dance to "Music in
the Morgan Manner" next Friday night at the sixth
annual Mardi Gras.

Director Pleased
As Music Missing

Donlevy Menaces
Barbara And Bob

For the first time in years, Pro
ducer-Director Mark Sandrich is
not sleeping with music and
dance-steps in his ears. The rea
son is that Sandrich now is di
recting "Skylark," starring Claudette Colbert, Ray Milland and
Brian Aherne and there isn't a
song or dance in the picture. He
directed many musical pictures,
such as the Jack Benny and Astaire-Rogers films and they were
replete with songs and dances.

Brian Donlevy is not going to
get a day of vacation from men
acing in the cinematic lives of
the happily-married B a r b a r a
Stanwyck and Robert Taylor.
Right after menacing Taylor in jlf you want a jobSecretarial
"Billy the Kid," Donlevy went to
work in Paramount's "The Great 11 Civil Service
Higher Accountancy
Man's Lady." In this one, he
will be a flashy gambler who j [Free employment service.!
continually tries to steal Miss
Stanwyck from Joel McCrea, her
husband in the story.

Humphrey's

A survey by students at Sarah i
Individual advanced research
Lawrence
college resulted in
in psychology is being conducted
by 12 undergraduate honor stu ?325,000 slum clearance grant for j
dents at City college, New York. Bronxville, N. Y.

BM11 Nil MM
SUNDAY

BING CROSBY
BOB HOPK
DOROTHY LAMOUR
—In—

(Sinice

1896)

School of Business

California at Weber
Stockton

ARROW
DOUBLER

"Road to Zanzibar'

Janitors at the University of
New Mexico are campaigning to
stop students from throwing pinon shells on the classroom
floors

—And—

"Flight From
Destiny"

TheTwo in One Shirt
Indoors

$2 and $2.50
At last, here's a double duty shirt that
serves you equally well as a sports
shirt or as a regular shirt. The trick ij
in the low-band, long-pointed convert
ible Arrow Collar.

Arrow Doubler
A dual purpose shirt
COLLEGE MEN—HO! . . • )OU

Zbeanna

DURBIN

HELEN BRODERICK

ZL* a«™.

ARROW SHIRTS

2 P"1""*'

MUfBUi
"he

FRANCHOT TONE
WAITER BRENNAN
ROBERT STACK
ROBERT BENCHLEY

F°R

Arrow designed it with classic simplicity. It has
Ion- pointed, low band Arrow collar with just

a

with her grandest cast

A^KCL,

here it is! A two-way campus-sports shirt
looks just as well buttoned up with a tie as it
does open at the neck without one.

The Doubler Shirt has two buttonthru pockets and a French seam front. The fabric is
oxford or twill flannel . . . both durable and Sanforized-Shrunk (shrinkage less than 1%). You'll
have practically two comfortable and smart shirts for
the price of one. In white and solid colors. $2 and
$2.50. Buy this utilitarian value today!

solid colors, $2 and $2.50.

Buy this utilitarian value today.

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
Phone 9-0017

313 E. MAIN ST.

30© First National Rank Building
Stockton, Calif.
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Wilson college has begun prep
More than half the 2,200 stud
arations for the celebration in ents at the University of Arkan- j
3944 of its seventy-fifth anniver sas are working to help pay their,
way through school.
sary.
Pacific took second place in the
Princeton university recentlyFar Western Conference track acquired a fossil of a bat estimeet in 1926.
i mated to be 60,000,000 years old.

r

JEAN

DAGG

—for—

PUBLICATION
"She's a Girl'
l

"Sh e s Smart"
"She's Experienced"

Betrothal
Was Kept
Under Hats

Sarah Cameron
Announces
Wedding Date
Miniature pictures of Sarah and
Tommy were found at each place
on the dinner table .when the Al
pha Thetes went into the room
last night. June 28th was printed
at the bottom of each, for Sarah
was announcing the date of her
wedding to her sorority sisters.
Also significant of the festive oc
casion was the large box of
candy found at the president's
place.
Sarah Cameron is a senior at
Pacific. She has been quite ac
tive in her sorority through her
years of college, last fall serving
as president. She was also presi
dent of the Pan Hellenic Council,
and secretary of The Associated
Women Students.
Her fiance, Thomas Ward, is
a cadet at West Point. He will re
ceive his commission in the army
iri June, after which he intends
to join the air corps.
The wedding has been planned
in Sarah's home town, Pittsburg.

Miniature hat stands holding
gay Easter hats revealed the news
that had been "kept under the
hat" of the betrothal of Suzanne
White to Lansing Yates. The an
nouncement party was at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl C.
Hughes, on the Pasatiempo coun
try club grounds at Santa Cruz
on April 5th. Bridge was play
ed, following the luncheon by
friends and relatives of the be
trothed pair.
Suzanne is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. White of Santa
Cruz. A sophomore in the Stock
ton Junior College she is a mem
ber of Alpha Theta Tau sorority.
Jack is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James J. Yates of San Francisco.
He is also a sophomore and a
member of Omega Phi Alpha fra
ternity.
Pacific guests of the announce
ment were Pat Ashurst, Rose
mary Wherry, Janet Hampton,
Adolph Kiefer, holds the worlds
Barbara McKenzie, Edna Coward,
Bette Meyer, Muerl Walters, Do record for the 100 yard back
rothy McLean and Leslie Knoles. stroke at 557.8 seconds.

Signs Of
Spring
Matrimonial proh,„
the members of
Easter vacation as on?N %
to be married and fol ft schschool
vulged their enea* hers di.
ents
Housemother Coker
to
She traveled to Carson
on April 7th, where «L y' K«v
Murphy had the knot tie!? ^
couple announced the.v
^
ment at the Co-Op several ^
al month,
ago.
A secret engagement
vealed formally ]ast J7as fc
night when Flossie Lo» c
and Bill Workman al ^
their betrothal. They have?4
11
engaged since February
Perhaps the biggest',,,, .
of all came when Adah^
Ruhl and Al Miller annofc
their engagement. These two?
op members are both active ml
bers of the organization.
Since 1925 Fresno State ha,
won 10 Far Western Conferen«
track Championships.
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di.
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*ed.
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LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

TOLD
to be back at school j
good, to see De Ette
»nd Tnm"reconciled- But where
and ? Woodall spend the Easdid Ka^k, incidentally the latr has a grand tan.
„ cPe Juanita ask her what
Ify° . _
lniiphine' Buddhas
he thinks of laughing
Its g^0

S

SOCIETY
*

Easter presents,

the Oregonian that
_
1 patty Schuler so often and
t,s aii this "we" and "to my
Je
rabbit" stuff?
little
The most familiar sight on the
pus is L°is Hoffsneider and
Virginia Kuttler walking hand in

Is it l°ve

or

Pledges Make
Waffles For
Omega Phis

Pacific Students
On the Air
For Chest

Tony Reid Jack DeVoe, Jim
Keilty, Clint Sherwood and Jack
An annual affair creeps up on Holmes of the Pacific Little The
the brothers of Omega Phi and
their guests tonight when the atre played roles in the radio
pledges give their waffle party drama 'The Big Leaguer" Tuesand sport dance. The party will day evening. This dramatization
be held in the house, commencing directed and produced by Gail
at 9 p. m.
Seheere, rfcdio chairman of the
In charge of the affair is Mar
tin Locke, newly elected presi Stockton Community Chest, was
dent of the Bullpup pledge class. i aired over KGDM.
Assisting him will be waffle dis
patching "Griddle King" Blair | dispenser of melody through the
Smith. Toastmaster Smith prom I medium of recordings, will be
ises to have a lot of dough on the : chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Al
irons for the engagement, and
will give out with lots of those lan Waldo. Mr. Doug Dashiell
and guest, Mrs. Cora Lynch, and
golden brown refreshments.
The dance, utilizing the house I Mrs. Rizzo.

CAMERON

who's

hand-

Page

infatuation

Bob Downs seems to be divid•ncr his time up these days—first
1th Marilyn Kendrick and then
Betty Oris. Sorority sisters too!
With all these cadets in town
Jerry Bryan still remains true
to the navy. Evidently Toni Chinchiolo doesn't share the same
viewpoint. We saw her the other
^ running from one cadet's car
to another.
While still on the subject of
cadets—a sore spot with most of
the campus heroes—we think
Betteanne Eames a wee bit off
her beam for breaking a date with
T Aton to go out with an army
man.
What has happened to that two

S

SARAH CAMERON announced her wedding date
this week to Alpha Thete Sorority sisters. Her fiancee
some of A1 Irwin and Lorraine
is Tommy Ward, Wst Point cadet.

Davis? Haven't been seen togeth
er in ages.
Is it any wonder that the fa
mous feud between the Rhizites
and the Omega Phis continues
when such inseparables as Chuck
and Bob, Art and Sam join dif
ferent houses? Is it possible there
could be hard feelings?
And have you noticed:
Clint Ward and Jeanne Hebbron getting along much better
since Easter in Santa Cruz?
(What is this we hear about
Dint's running for King of the
Campus?)
Ben Hamm's haircut. Isn't it
fierce? But then why should he
pay real money for one when his
father will do the job?
Johnny Stolz cruising around
the campus in his 1941 Chevey
convertible—red too.
The combination of Bob Mona?an and Barbara Thompson. She
is swell and of course Bob is
tops.'
That Bob Martin and Gladys
Cowan aren't wrapped up in each
other this semester. Maybe they
haven't heard it's spring.
^ That Muerl Walter and Bill
Bigelow have called the whole
thing off. Maybe spring hasn't
heard of them."
That Les Dow is getting singleminded? Nice going Corinne.
Evidence of a hangover from
the Death Valley trip in the com
bination of Roger Cross and Bettygene Otto.

Pacific Pair
Announce
Engage ment
, "ring in the cake" announced
'^engagement Tuesday evening
Florence George and William
°rkman, active students in mucircles on "Pacific's campus.
The cake was served at the rePtion given at the Pacific Co
operative House in honor of Miss
citaj^6 a'ter ^er conservatory relorence, a junior music major
of°vr P'eno> Nevada, is the niece
i "^ ss Florence Klaeser of Oak
land
and transferred to Pacific's
hf 1'>Us from the University ol
a soci°l°gy maior
and ti!3
Vy0 , son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
been
. 01 Pacific Grove has
tkusi aC'.'V0
journalistic and
y«a C fields during his four
^ i M re" Be if a member of t
" Alpha, narional honorary , ;

music fraternity, president of the
Pacific Cooperative House, and
staff columnist for the Weekly.
Both students are members of
Pacific's A Cappella choir, Bill
having sung with the group for
four years. Plans are being made
for an August wedding after
which Workman will do gradu
ate work and the bride-to-be will
complete her schooling.

NOLAN CULTIVATES
Now that he has a farm not
far from Hollywood, Lloyd No
lan, of Paramount's "Buy Me
That Town," spends his week
ends doing spring plowing.
To remove grease marks from
book pages: sponge with benzene,
then place pages between blotting
paper and press with hot iron.

Vote for

BOB NIKKEL

DORIS
GUERNSEY

—for—

Ex-Commit+ee
ATHLETE
STUDENT
LEADER

for

P. S. A.
SECRETARY
•

•

•

Let's Go in the Right Direction

WELDON WEST
for

EX-COMMITTEE
Accurate
Experienced
Dependable

A

A Representative for Everyone
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newspaper came after the camp- * devo.ed ,0
seem like an ant ML Then he fire sing. Section Purple pre tainment ,„d „
«
ancrne
%t.
"•
observer goes below and finds the
sented a harum raising drama >ng with refreshments T C°n%
power house 100 feet in height.
and Dr. Knoles, after showing ucchi is general chai^^
The turbines in the power house rope tricks gave a short speech
of
event, and he is beins
each develop 117,000 horsepower, on, "Is America Getting Into
assiste.
Gladys Bartholomew T
"
cost two milion dollars, take a
year to install, and are about War?"
man, Lois Lasell 0 ' , "et tefc
Crowning feature of this last and Mrs. Marion O p H'
26 in number. Another item
Peas ,
night
"out" was a dance, after ty adviser.
•
e f
which is part of the dam are
Scotty's Castle, Wildflowers, Snow the
two spillways, each large which those who had failed to
AH persons who exito
find any petroglyphs during the ceive their teaching to tfr
enough to float a battleship.
Provide Varied Interests on Trip
A stop was made next in day took care of the lost Indian next year are esp^^tij
Boulder City model city built writings.
to attend this event, wheth"1^
Following
a
mercifully
later
by
the
government
for
workers
are
members of the o ® herV
By BOB WARREN
on the dam. Here free movies hour of awakening, everyone set not.
•S't-A.„
The dust of Death Valley still clinging to their depicting building of the dam off on the last leg of the expedi
•wheels and their inards loaded with 225 seasoned from start to finish, were shown. tion, arriving in Stockton grizzled
Sophomores at stratf
Chuckawallas and Desert Rats, the cars of the ninth Death Valley Junction "Where and determined to go again next lege recently staged om
annual COP Death Valley Expedition Saturday ngiht Wind and Sand Meet" was camp year, "Of on the Desert Trail."
show to bolster class funds Shi°»
ing spot for the night. Here
returned to Stockton.
shone the type of spirit that
Enthusiasm took hold of the'
An agriculture Tolled f
caravan from the first day. The forth our ohs and ahs. There it makes this trip what it is. Des
man at the University ^'
party had an itinerary which cov seems, that most of the artisans pite a late meal, a baby sand
braska is getting by
on a b4«
ered such different scenes as of the European continent have storm, a busy schedule all day,
of $1 a week.
those of the wildflowers which been busy THAT long adding to no grouches were heard but all
flooded hillsides ah along the thg castles. beauty. Like most cooperated in making that night's
When You Attend
route and those of Meade Lake other things on the trip it must campfire program one of the
most
successful.
Business School
behind Boulder Dam,
be seen to be appreciated. Out
Thursday, everyone plunged
Final
meeting
of
the
year
for
ON THE WAY
side the castle enough wood is out of bed at the witching hour
the California Student Teachers
The party got on its way after stored to fire the chimneys of
of 5:45 to take a trip on "Na
the hustle of locating one's car, the structure for roughly 200 tional Monument", a jolting Association will take place next
Wednesday evening at 7:30 p.m.,
getting in it and managing to years.
FORKNER'S
little cart, through the borax
stay in it until the section leader ! Ubehebe Crater, a hole in the mines. Leaving the mines, a in the SCA building.
College of Commerce
yelled all aboard,
earth about a mile across drew journey through strange sand
Nomination and election of of
Led all Northern Caliow
After visiting Friant Dam we the gasps of those not already hill formations brought us to ficers for the coming year will Business Schools hT
1940
flabergasted
by
things
seen
so
rode south; crossing a mountain
Bad Water, lowest spot on the be the main item of the business Commercial contests: Steno i
ous, icy gap and ariving at Isa far. Following a visit to Rhyolite North American Continent. En meeting. Melvin Gholz, local rep graphic, Secretarial Accoun
bella, on th Kern River for first and its bottle house the party masse the caravan invaded Fur resentative of the C. S. T. A. at a ing and Civil Service
went to Las Vegas for a phantom
camp.
nace Creek Inn for a swim, then recent state-wide convention of
College of Commerce
Leaving Isabella we traveled glimpse of the sights and then traveled to Lone Pine where a the C. T. A., will also present his
across our first stretch of desert on to Mead Lake where camp snow storm drove us from rock report.
115 N. Sutter St.
Phone 6-6867
for Red Rock Canyon, where in was made for the evening.
The rest of the evening is to
canyons and into roosting places
For 115 miles Mead Lake ex
the majestic shelter of huge
within a ladies hall, a parage,
cliffs, a Palm Sunday service was tends back from Boulder Dam; and the local jug.
deep
and
blue,
it
might
be
an
held with Dr. Tully Knoles as
REROUTING
speaker. Next everyone filled up inland sea. Over this lake the
Though the rainy weather
their canteens and bought coke Death Valley members traveled
caused a rerouting of the last
to
the
upstream
face
of
the
dam.
for the first plunge into DRY
Somehow the 200 feet of dam day of the trip none were to
country.
Get the Old Ch eers
We looked through a borax and towering above them seemed regret it; for on the way to
Isabella
the
caravan
rode
soda plant, then nursing bumped small until they recalled that
heads from low beams in the 531 feet below them was the through a snow storm that blan
keted cactus and Yucca blossoms
plant, traveled on to Valley Wells base of the dam.
Ringing
in a ghostly beaty.
where a large pool meant swim! PERSPECTIVE
Friday evening the last "campBoulder Dam itself was then
Plans were here made to repulse
enemy attacks from strange visited and every ego, including fire" of the trip featuring pre
tribes of arrow head hunters. A your reporters, imediately took sentation awards to Dr.'s Jonte
few of their scouts were appre a sharp dive in value. Looking and Bawden or their excellent
hended in the moonlight but the from the top of the structure handling of the trip, was held
situation was well in hand by to the top of the power house at a CCC camp. The dying edi
makes the power house below tion of the "Desert Dirt" camp
morning.
Monday, many stops were
made along the road while the
party took pictures of innumer
able types of cactus, many of
which were in bloom. Hundreds
of giant Joshua trees, fortunately j i
were in full bloom. From Augre- j
tor
berry Point which drops sheer I
into a mighty chasm we had our |
first view of Death Valley. Camp j
was made that evening in the ;
desert and on desert sand dunes !
a dance was held at the Chez J
Arrow Head.
SCOTTY'S CASTLE
Tuesday the famed Death |
Valley Scottie's Castle brought

Death Valley Denizen
Describes "De Tour"

C. S. T. A. Has
Election of
Officers

PICK A WWII

ART SCHWARTZ

"FROSH

FLASH"

YELL LEADER

Blue Ribbon Dairy
SERVING

Our Products

For

AT

"Cub House"
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8013

Silver Hearts
for friendship

%

bracelets

JOE
LAW
—for—

EX-COMMITTEE
Elect

Ken Hastin
Dependable - -

Mas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS
425 E. Main St.

Ex-Committee

Equitable
Representation
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anfi" a f' ons

f0r Marine
Corps

eral College of Pacific men
^examined Monday to quali
fier commissions in the U. S.
Corps Reserve
Marifle
Lutenant A. Cortelyou stated
Ithere are many vacancies for
July t0 October classes at
tlie rion Virginia.
^Salifications for the $183 a
nth commission are— comple• of a four year course in coljgge—over 20 and under 25, and
Lloyd F. Stewart,
218 in Post office building,
^ji give detailed information con
ning commissions in the Ma
rine Corps Reserve.
^Sergeant
m

Get Your

COCA-COLA
— at the —

DELTA
"Everybody Else
Does"

After lab...
pause a n d

interfaith
Marriage
Discussed
"Is marriage Between two peo
ple of different religion fahfe
a desirable way of breaking down
barriers between groups?" "What
types of conflict arise in suTh a
marriage?" These and other
questions are to be answered at
the next Meeting of the Crossways, Wednesday evening, April
" ' at 7:30 in the S. C. A. build
ing.
Speakers on this topic of inter
faith marriage will be Prof. H.
S. Jacojiy of the Pacific faculty,
Father Woods of St Mary's Cath
olic Church, and Mrs. J. Aaron
Levy of Temple Israel. Dr.
Ralph Eckert will act as chair
man.
Because the Meeting of the
Crossways is basically an inter
denominational and interfaith
group of students and faculty,
the discussion promises to prove
both interesting and stimulating.
Ail interested are cordially in
vited.
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THEMES
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Jolly Heads
Kappa
Sigma Rho

MANAGER

Radio Fans 'n Hams
Form New Frat

"Poll of All Polls" on
Mr. and Mrs. Citizen

PASADENA, Calif. (ACP)
Examination of 10,000 English
test themes of junior college stu
dents has convinced Dr. Harvey
Eagleson of California Institute
of Technology that they consti
tute an "amazing and unutilized
source of information on Amer
ican home life and opinion."
For him they are the "poll of
all polls" on what Mr. and Mrs.
John Citizen are thinking and
doing.
"A poll published recently,"
Dr. Eagleson said, "revealed that
the majority of Americans are
not in favor of double movie fea
tures.
"I knew that two years ago."
A few of the facts Dr. Eagleson
A1 Blozis, Georgetown univer
has established from reading
sity, holds th new indoor shotput themes:
mark of 56 % feet.
The radio has become the fhief
source of entertainment and pop
ular education.
Y
There is a growing boredom
among housewives.
The family income is inade
quate for comfortable and civil
ized living.
The American public is becom
ing increasingly tolerant and lib
eral in its religious views, but
church going is declining.
Taste: to interior decorating is
decidedly improving.
Knowledge of proper dieting is
increasing.
There is a hopeful indication
that a better knowledge of child

7

T O M B OW E , business
manager of the Naranjado,
reported yesterday that
Naranjado sales are above
last year's total to date.
training, based on best principles
of modern psychology, gradually
is penetrating the American
home.
Dr. Eagleson said the themes
reveal that housewives are be
coming bored because modern
devices have so speeded and sim
plified housework among all
classes that the housewife has
hours of leisure for which she
has not been educated or pre
pared.
Dr. Eagleson believes the stu
dents of junior colleges repre
sent a perfect cross-section of
American social and economic
life; that they are adolescents
without ideas and opinions of
their own and that in their
themes they voice largely what
they have learned at home.
Jean

B

Wallace>

sophomore

v;ce
lege

president at Connecticut coland daughter 0f vice President Henry Wallace, is following
jn her father's footsteps by studying Spanish.

Organized two weeks ago.
Kappa Sigma Rho, is the official
Facific Radio Club. This fra
ternity was created to stimulate
the exchange of knowledge and
for the development of skill In
radio and to further facilitate
cooperation between members.
Elected for president was James
Jolly ; (W6WRI) vice-president,
Kenneth Johnson; George Keddie, (Short Wave Listener) sec
retary. The faculty trustee ap
pointed was Professor Herbert
E. Welch (W6PRT)..
The organization meets every
first and third Monday in the
month and membership is open
to all licensed radio amateurs.
Associate memberships will also
be granted to anyone interested
in "ham" radio or just radio in
general. The fraternity has its
application in for a station op
erating license and will be acted
on by the Federal Communica
tions Commission in the next few
weeks. Kappa Sigma Rho ex
pects to become a part of the
National Radio Fraternity, Rho
Epsilon, "very soon.
Erwin "Clip" Ferer is 1 in
charge of the recording and
sound department in Men's Dorm
and notice is hereby served that
his entire radio equipment is at
the disposal of P.S.A. students
in the forthcoming student body;
elections or for any recording
work. Appointments may be
made by calling 2-9634.

Biology Field
Trip Planned
Vote for

Bill Thomas
Representative "for

Steps are now being taken in
the Biology Department of the
junior college tor a field trip
on April 26.
The botany nature study class
will go to the foothill regions of
the Sierra to study trees, shrubs
and local flora. The trip will be
under the direction of Dr. Arnold^
Dr. Stanford and Miss Toms.
In the 10-year period 1931-40,
graduate students in American
colleges and universities produc
ed nearly 27,000 theses as candi
dates for doctorates degrees.

Coca-Cola has a delightful taste
that always pleases. Pure,
wholesome, delicious,-ice-cold
Coca-Cola satisfies completely.
So when you pause throughout
the

TASTE ITS QUALITY

day, make it the pause that

re/res/ieswith ice-cold Coca-Cola.

EX

-COMMITTEE

Bottled tinder authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

l-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF STOCK^TON^IIvn^^

"I think that one is too
large—I want a battery
to fit this flashlight!"

Re-elect

BILL LUNT

That's all right, madam.
We have flashlight batteries,
auto batteries, bulbs, and
every other aid to motoring,
a well stocked service station
should be prepared to supply
to its patrons ... in addition
to servicing cars with quality
gas, oil and lubrication.

:—to—'

PUBLICATIONS
"Let's Elect Him for Another Year"

„w. MsMtW
;

Gay "L'l Abner" Yokum's

Seaside Service
Harding and Monroe
Dial 2-9446

m
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Loftus Wins Scroll,
Stylus First Prize

Held at
Banquet

Elect;
f'0^

A change has been
in
the nominations 0f th
St"dent
Christian Association ' ^
1941-42
session. The ele Ior the
MSS Exceeds Publication Hopes;
°tion,
take place at the
annual banc*"1
Sale Carries on This Afternoon
nque(
this evening.
Dick^Ulrey is replac.ne
BACK I'LL COME, a short story by Joe Loftus, has
Marie Ruhl as the ^^
been chosen by the judges for the five dollar first prize
vice-president. Other
^ f°r
prosPectiv
in Scroll and Stylus's contest for the best manuscript
e
officers are President, Bill
J*
submitted for publication in MSS. This is the second
nedy; secretary, Mildred p, .
year the prize has been offered.
This story won by a narrow*
and treasurer, John Bush
margin over Jack Toomay's
Dress for the Sinner „hfch
JOE LOFTUS, pictured
SHADOW OF THE MORNING,
besm at 6:30 p. m.
*«
aat right above, won first
also a short story, which re
followed
by
dancing
is
prize
for
his
short
story,
ceived honorable mention.
Back I'll Come," appear
formal. A surprise theme l'
AGAIN, JOE?
ing in the Scroll and Stylus
be carried out i„ the
magazine MSS. DR. FRED
Loftus is also represented in
and in the printed annua,
FARLEY is guest con
this year's magazine by a radio
Coca-Colas waged an all-out
of S. C. A. activities.
play, ROOF PARTY, a new de campaign for some of America's tributor to the publication.
Dr. Tully C. Knoles wil] ^
parture for MSS in types of collegians the other night. It
speaker
of the evening, gather
writing represented. It was was in the SAE house at Emory
To prevent spread of tubercu
Hamilton college has one Eng
written for the class in radio University. A new dispensing
ine
Kuivula
and Norman Lamb
losis,
New
York
city's
four
mu
lish composition student who
drama and presented over the machine (an automatic vendor
nicipal
colleges
now
require
will
also
offer
musical selections.
radio on Pacific's Radio Stage that mixes cokes while you goes in for realism. He wrote X-ray examinations of the chests
Program on KWG Wednesday watch) paid off exactly 167 on "My Roommate Gives Me a
of all entering students.
evening, March 26.
Haircut." Clinging to the theme
drinks for a mere dime.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
Because of the unexpectedly
E. B. Estes '41 inserted a nickel paper which he turned in to
B03'S
Queens college is offering a
large response in the advance in the slot. Silence followed. David H. Bettle, instructor, were
new
historical
survey
of
the
signup campaign, Scroll and Disturbed, he rammed another several small, closely clipped
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
American scene in terms of its
Stylus had to raise the limit into the machine. A grinding hairs.
2008 PACIFIC AVE.
ballad and song.
and print 350 copies of the maga noise was heard, then the "coke."
zine. They went on sale Tues
As he picked up the cup, Estes
day in the hall of the Adminis was startled by the ejection of
Union Oil Products
tration building, and will con another Coa-Cola. Then came
tinue to be sold through this another and still another. Estes
Student Affairs Chairman
afternoon.
•
shouted for help.
SAE's swarmed in and gulped
Several letters have been re
ceived from far points request the "cokes" while the machine
ing copies, one from across the ground relentlessly. An SOS
continent at Providence, Rhode was sent to Phi Delta Theta's
Pacific and Castle
Island, from a 1923 alumna and and KA's. At the end of a half
former instructor in Physical hour, the crowd, now numbering
Phone 2-9010
Education, Mrs. E. A. Sayer 45, was rapidly becoming Coca(Ruth Baun). Editor Jeanne Cola logged but the machine evi
Woodruff stated, "We're very denced no signs of weakening.
When the 167th coke was de
glad to have the graduates in
terested in our projects; it gives livered, everybody quit and the
us lots of confidence in the electricity supply of the unit was Groceries
for
cut off.
product.
Poultry

Coke Fans
Have
Field Day

Bill Lunt

JOE

KEGLER

JUDGES, CONTRIBUTORS

William E. Jackson, son of the
All manuscripts were received attorney general, recently won a
•with names removed for the $100 award at Yale university for
judging of the Best Manuscript "superiority in English composi
contest. The judges were Miss tion and declamation."
Eleanor McCann, Miss Martha
Pierce, Miss Caroline Shrodes,
Dr. Frank M. Andrews' collec
and Miss Justine Van Gundy.
tion of portraits of noted plant
Guest contributor to MSS was physiologists had been presented
Dr. Farley with a sonnet, to the department of botany at
AGAIN. Poems in MSS are: Indiana university.
THE BALKANS, Norma Cleve
land; DECISION and PRAY LET
A chemist at the University of
THE LAMP UNLIT, Jeanne California has developed a meth
Woodruff; TIME and LAZARUS od of studying hot atoms of a
LAUGHED, Neal Howard; million degrees centigrade or
AFTER THE CHINESE, James more.
Keilty; SANDS OF TIME, Mar
garet Stimmann; WINTER
Women students at Wayne uni
NIGHT, Beth Shauer; STAR versity are just a bit more con
LIGHT, Eleanor Powell.
servative than men students, ac
Short stories published are: cording to recent tests.
BACK I'LL COME, Joe Loftus,
first prize award; SHADOW OF
THE MORNING, Jack Toomay; If You G o to Pacific
MR. PINKLE'S ASCENT, Ed
Ludwig; AISLE SEAT, FIFTH Let People Know It
ROW, Idella Noteware; THE
S TRANGER, John Dennis;
•PENNANTS
THREE BROKEN NECKS Bill,
•
BOOK ENDS
Hunefeld, Jr.
• SCR/-PBOOKS
S k e t c h e s are: A COOL
DREAM, Merle Esplen; AS
• JEWELRY
CENT, Jack Churchill; LIEBES• STATIONERY
TOD, Norma Cleveland. Also
• STICKERS
published was the radio drama, |
ROOF PARTY, by Joe Loftus. ' All With College Insignia
Emotion tests given men and
women students at Kent State
university reveal that men are
much more easily stirred by
swing music than co-eds.
John Kirwin, 6-foot, 6-inch, 230pound freshman at Ohio State
university, wears size 20 shoes
that are 16 inches long and near
ly 6 inches wide.

" '

THE COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
On the Campus for Y o u "

Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

EX-COMMITTEE

Gaia-DeUi

A 3 Pt. Man and Stellar Debater Who
Who Still Gets Around

American and Channel

Two Years of C.O.P. Experience
Elect

BOYD
YELL
A

THO
LEADER

Woman Representative for
EX-COMMITTEE

LESLIE KNOLES
® SOCIETY EDITOR
• RALLY COMMITTEE
• SOPH V. P-

!^£!£weekly, FRI DAY APRIL

tffell

BUNNY

"Yes
99
and No

VIEWS

wis

Schneider Starred
in New Play_

STYLE

By ROSE ANN CHATTON

j Something new and delightful
[for the modern young thing is
I "Pink Party," a refreshing col{ r cry from "Romeo and ogne. It's grand for these warm
A " and "Tovarich" is the Litt
er days, for it's light. Put away
JU!lTheatre production "Yes and
^" starring Louis Wheeler and your heavy scents for next win
ter and try this utterly new frag
nicl; Schneider.
Whereas the other two produc rance that has everyone talking.
And looking to summer brings
had an element of serious»» t0 a greater or lesser de- me around to the new summer
PROFESSOR J. H.
"ree' this play holds only "screwy frocks cropping up everywhere
JONTE who, with Dr. A. T.
now
that
spring
is
really
here
fomedy"
To begin with, the family, K A T H E R I N E W H E E L E R i s Bowden led the Death Val
.round whom the part revolves, wearing a fashion-correct seer ley trip last week.
typical of the "You Can't Take sucker dress in red strip. With
n With You" family. Each mem its fine lines and clever button ed skirt. Over a white sport
blouse she wears a jerkin that
ber is a distinctly "different" type
arrangements, it can't be beat.
„f individual. Take, for example, Have you seen JEANNE HUNT'S matches the yellow in her skirt.
NANCY BROWN looks very
the pastor, played by Hal Ewing. brown shepherd checked suit
sweet in her beige skirt and un
yery absent-minded and com
trimmed with brown grosgrain usual beige sweater. The sweat
fortably secure in his home with
his wife, played by Lillian Kahan, around the collar and pockets? er is fringed,- both pockets and
and two lovely daughters, Lois This suit is just right for spring sleeves, and gives a very smart
Wheeler and Harriet Budin, he for it combines coolness of fab and different effect. Down the
is suddenly disturbed by two ric and simplicity of tailoring. front there is neutral wooden
The ever-popular cardigan an buttons.
young men who seek his daugh
ters' hands. Unheard of episodes gora sweater is worn by PEGGY With the Mardi Gras so near
take place, many of which he is HURT in a delicate tint of pink. at hand, you'd better start think
not aware, because he is of such With this PEGGY wears a soft ing about your costume. Be un
a forgetful nature.
powder blue skirt. Freshman usual, be drastic, be daring and
The production will be present SALLY DOBSON has a yellow, run the gamut of fashion from
ed April 24 and 26.
brown and light blue plaid pleat- A to Z!!
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Tau Kappa
Honors
Dean Watson

Dean Beulah Watson was en' tertained by members of Tau
Big news for Pacific is the re- Kappa Kappa at dinner Tuesday
cent tour of the A Cappella evening proceeding the group's
Choir. Only the highest praise aUcndance of the student con.
.
servatory recital.
ea a ter fifteen concerts,
Lavender candles and floral arand some informal singing rangements of violets were used
around restaurant tables Some in decorating the room and table
Was
w"h ,flowe ra
reflections of the trip were: Bcv !
. floating
m crystal bowls. AAs
-liller and laryngitis; Julius favors at each place, small violet
Lang, "The Count of Luxem- nosegays were placed.
Lase11' house President,
berg;" Barney and his guitar1
„ ,
' presided as hostess. Members
Moose Fletcher and his drawl; present were Doris Bowring,
Harriet seeing "buffalo;" Lew j Marjorie Sage, Margo Mclntyre,
Ford and his daily letter; Bill Doris Wudell, Rosemary Strader,
Alice Keehner, Melba Jean Loyd,
Workman, manager (that way Jean Strong, Dixie Lee Butler,
about Florence); John Dennis Janet Rappaport, Ethel Stark,
and Marge Lee, well?- Phi Mu Myra Linn, Jessie Hannay, and
men
tMt „att; An „olton
By BILL RAMSEY

"rises in B flat;" the "red andj
yellow job from Santa Fe" float
ing to Carmel; meeting old Pa
cific grads; the Conference In
San Jose; church dinners; Bob
Burns' speeches; Mr. Bodley's
(Continued, from Page SJ
conducting. As far as perform
thoughts of two refugee children
ance the group was superb in all away from home. It is a slow
performances and is a big asset tempo tune and Bill Darnell's vo
to the college. With fine con cal takes up a greater portion of
certs at two Western Conference the plate. "Slow Down" is just
sessions and one National Con the reverse. It is a solid rockin'
ference, no doubt an invitation rhythm and shows off the band's
will be standing for another Na instrumental
prowess.
Betty
Bradley is the vocalist.
tional Conference next spring.
* * •
Another artist will make an G'BYE NOW—DO YOU BE
LIEVE IN FAIRY TALES (Co
appearance at the console of the
lumbia) HORACE HEIDT.
Watt Memorial Organ in the
Heidt is one of the most con
Conservatory on the evening of
April 29th. The talented artist sistent of the wax-makers and
his present twosome is no excep
will be Nita Akin, a dynamic
tion. It's another Heidt hit. A new
personality, who has thrilled addition to the organization Ron
many audiences in the East and nie Kemper, is introduced in
South with representative com "G'Bye Now," a tune from Hell
positions of interest and appeal. zapoppin." Kemper's
novelty
She played her first concert at whisperings and lyrical quirks
the age of nine, held a church make this tune an outstanding
job at the age of sixteen, and record. "Do You Believe In Fairy
since then has continued study Tales?" is from the forthcoming
film, "Pot of Gold," and is a
ing with great teachers such as
Courboin. Don't forget the date: sprightly dance item with Larry
Tuesday evening, April 29th, for Cotton doing the vocal refrain.
a fine concert.
SWEET GEORGIA BROWN —
» • •
Prof. Bodley and Prof. Gordon OLD MILL STREAM (Okeh)
GENE KRUPA.
will serve as judges at the fes
Minus any vocalizing, Krupa
tival to be held in Selma on the
revives a duo of hit tunes of a
18th and 19th. Choirs, choruses,
decade ago and adorns them with
bands, and orchestras will be up-to-the minute arrangements
competing.
in swing tempo. Krupa, of course,
» * *
goes beserk with his drums. The
Phi Mu Alpha will increase its record should find favor with the
ranks as a formal initiation will jitterbug fraternity.
induct Fred Auch, Lloyd Danielson, Mitchell Hookins, George MEMORY OF A ROSE—CORN
SILK
(Bluebird)
BENNY
Hyde, Howard McCargac Bob
GOODMAN.
Noble, Pete Pinkerton and Bill
The King of Swing, with his
Workman into full membership.
The ceremony is scheduled to new orchestra, improves his re
night in Old Anderson Hall. With gal rating with his latest disc.
the help of the weatherman, the The Goodman solo of "Memory
boys will have their first out of a Rose" is a standout. Students
of the clarinet will gobble this
door breakfast at Louis Park on
one up. Benny's chorus and Helen
Sunday morning.
Forrest's vocalizing are tops.
Richard Enns gave the first "Corn Silk" on the other side is
radio concert on the new Ham never tiresome. Miss Forrest
mond Organ in the Conservatory. again holds down the vocal de
The program was given on Pa partment.
cific Musicale, which is now
going on the air from 2:45 until LADY IN THE DARK ALBUM
(Victor) GERTRUDE LAWR
3:00 p. m. on Thursdays. Bill
ENCE.
Workman, tenor, will be heard
The musical drama, "Lady in
on the program next week.
the Dark," the music and lyrics
which were penned by Ira Gersh
WHAT'S COMING?
win
and Kurt Weill, is the most
April 22nd—Fourth Student Re
popular show to hit New York
cital.
April 29th—Nita Akin, organ in a decade. The ticket rack is
sold out for months to come. The
ist.
bulk of the show's success must
May 6th—Second Senior Re
go to Gertrude Lawrence for her
cital.
skilled acting, dancing and singj ing. She has transferred her lat
ter talent on' wax, recording hep
OX PACIFIC AVENUE—
entire repertoire of songs and do
ing her usual magnificent job.
Miss Lawrence isn't too long on
! singing, but her inimitable style
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
makes the album something to
For Satisfying Haircuts
, be cherished.

LOOKING
AT THE
RECORD

LINDBERG'S

J

ill!

%
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C0LLE6IANA
By Adele Scoble
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Strader Heads
A. W. S.
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Choir Featured By
Music Educators

BODLEY

SPARDI GRAS—
Right in line with our own The new officers for the Asso
Mardi Gras celebration is San ciated Women Students are as
Jose State's Spardi Gras. Yes,
A Cappella Ends Successful
that's rea-lee what they call it, follows: President, Rosemary
and to top us one better, they Strader; vice-president, Ruth UdTour in San Jose
even have a Whiskerino contest. den; second vice-president, Alice
Prizes are given for the fullest Boyer; corresponding secretary,
With the praises of some of the best musi*
beard grown in the two weeks Pat Bell; recording secretary,
of the nation ringing in their ears, the member! ^
preceeding the festivities — the
Betty Behney; W. A. A. presi
cific's famed A Cappella choir completed their °f Pa'
most unusual growth, and a con
dent,
Barbara
Alberson.
spring
tour in San Jose on Tuesday, April 8.
solation prize for the feeblest
Jose engagement was for the conference
fuzz . . . Looks lak' even the The A. W. S. convention will
Music Educators, a highly criti
Frosh will have a chance in this be held this week-end at San
cal group because of its interests ersfield. It was here «, .
he-man race — but, remember Jose. Miss Beulah Watson and
fellas, no fair substituting peach a number of the members will
and training, which honors very Robert Burns was
^
few groups with the invitation the world in his truerevealed
fuzz!
attend.
light by
*
*
*
classmate, the tL a
J. RUSSELL BODLEY to sing in solo spots. The ovation former
Reve>
BLONDES BANNED—
Mr. Dillon
Dillo- ThrockmmoT?!
—
for the choir was tremendous, Mr.
Mebbe it doesn't prove they has a sense of humor, and to has recently completed a and 'Mr. J. Russell Bodley could the world
vnrlH especially the
aren't gentlemen, but 'teny rate prove it we submit the following successful tour directing go no place without a group of suffering choir members '
we learn from St. Mary's mus invitation to their afternoon tea: the College of the Pacific admiring educators around him tainlv
' Cer.
tainly appreciated it. Bal™,^
ings, that the men of U.S.C. pre "The department of Philosophy A Cappella choir.
to
congratulate
him
on
the
splen
held the group over for two!
fer brunettes! This disturbing and Psychology has sponsored a
certs ""
on Thursday
did work of a fine choir.
"ursaay at
at the Es,t
great
variety
of
teas.
Among
news reached the outside world
Alpha
Thetes
Bakersfield
High School, and?
SUCCESSES
after an examination of U.S.C.'s the most notable have been its
A l t h o u g h t h i s e n g a g e m e n t Bakersfield Rotary club. Two
latest campus poll in which the Blitz-tea, its All-out tea, and its To All Meet
marked the highlight of a tour, former P. S. A presidents a
southern men proclaimed the an Black-out tea. On Friday, the de
partment is sponsoring the first At Luncheon
the whole eight days of travel Simonsen and Robert Wrirt?
cient adage to be all wet .
All active and alumni members ing spoke of a very successful both heartily congratulated 5
Better chuck that peroxide bot of a series of 'D-teas' to honor
tle, lassies, if you want to get those brave men and women who of Alpha Theta Tau are planning series of engagements. Central choir on great improvement an
have fallen in the struggle to to meet tomorrow at the Hotel High School of Fresno hosted excellent work. Both en J,
your man!
keep off the 'D-list'." . . . Sounds Claremont in Berkeley for lunch the group on its first afternoon ments carried the invitation I
like a novel idea, methinks. We eon. This get-together is the first of singing, which was followed return concerts.
D-TEAS!
Thursday night became amm.
The psychology department at wonder how many Pacificites that has been planned so that all by an evening concert in Riverthose who were ever Alpha Thete
cious in the minds of the A Can.
the- University of Arizona really would be eligible?
dale.
Former
members
of
the
will be able to meet and get ac
pellites by the concert in Taft
choir, Mary Kirsch, and Norma where an all too romantic miuquainted.
Mrs. Katherine Kinsey, is presi Bentley, gave the group the ister attempted to pair off the
From the Renegade Rip we
FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
dent of the alumni association needed advertising in the two choir members, to say nothing of
have present the following bit and she is in charge of the af spots, and announced to the trying to make them out as en
Main & El Dorado. Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Tosemite. Ph. 2-5143
of horrible humor: Roses are fair. She and Mrs. William True choir their complete satisfaction gaged, or nearly so. Despite the
Everything to be found in a
known as the flowers of love— and Mrs. Marge Rebholtz are tak of the work presented.
hilarity preceding the concert,
First-Class? Pharmacy
Four Roses—a Soused romance. ing reservations.
Tuesday marked the heaviest the actual musical presentation
A board of directors meeting schedule, with four concerts in was of calibre to insure the
has been scheduled before lunch Visalia, one at the high school, warmth and good will of the Taft
eon so that plans for the meet one at the, junior college, a audiences for some time to come.
VALLEY
ing and discussion to follow can luncheon concert with the Visalia
SING-SWIM
be made. Following the meal so
FLORAL CO.
Friday was the day of ferry
cial hours are planned so that the and Exeter Kiwapis Clubs, and
at ing rain and almost a swimming
guests may play bridge or just, finally a ,,full „ formal
„ .concert
_
'DISTINCTIVE
whist. Margaret Ritter will sing
Visalia Methodist Church. party. The roads between Paso
CORSAGES"
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
during. the afternoon, accompa The students of the two schools Robles and Salinas were so badly
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
expressed their appreciation for flooded that the driver of the spe
nied by Mrs. William True.
"Bull" Durham
the- work done by their hearty cial bus belonging, to the choir
Twenty-five chaperones and applause, and interested per was nearly stalled in the trip.
Campus Representative
2101 PACIFIC AVENUE
666 coeds frbm Stephens college, sonal contacts after the concerts. However the choir arrived in Sa
109 N. Sutter
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
Columbia, Mo., recently made a The Visalia newspaper gave linas intact and sang to a small,
Phone 4-4613
tour of the west.
much space to advertising and but extremely appreciate audi
reviewing the choir, and con ence. The Saurday was spent in
lolling on the sands, or shopping
cluded by saying that the choir
For
in beautiful and quaint Carmel,
was easily the most outstanding followed by a trip to Los Gatos
event of the musical season for for dinner and overnight accomo
Re-Elect - - the Visalia area.
dations. The Palm Sunday morn
of
BURNS BURNED
ing service was turned over o
Wednesday morning brought the choir, and the minister,
a seven o'clock start for the Homer Bodley indicated his de
singers, and an early engage light in the musical sermon to
ment at the Porterville High the day. The Sunday evening con
(Incumbent)
School and Junior College, and cert was given at the Pa Q
J. Glick & Son
then a long trek to Bakersfield church, to a large and enth
Jewelers Since 1S76
to
a concert at the Trinity astic audience.
E. Main St.
Monday was the
m«= much
— needed
•.
to
Methodist Church in East Bakibers of

The Bookmark

Expert Repairing

ALAN BREED
EX-COMMITTEE

Watches
Jewelry

day of rest for the mem
and the
the traveling thirty-two a,offed
Tuesday morning concert
the benefits of resting.

MEET THE GANG

SOLOSITS

-AT-

BOBB
2 Years on Ex-Committee

itte<l

This year's soloist ct possible
themselves in the fme P ^
manner. Katherine Lui
-se
ed a veritable harves ^ ^ ^
for her soprano work,
sold
Marge Lee for her contrail
,.
T.PW1S
*
.
contributions. Lewis
be
Eelton Fletcher proved

INN

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE

0IU

ON EL DORADO

(Continued on page

co^_^_

ON BOWE
for

EX-COMMITTEE
1. Business Manager of Naranjado
2. Mardi Gras Publicity Chairman
3. Publications Committee

•

h
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play by Play, "Roof
party" On Air

WEEKLY, FR1DAY,

apr„

CRABBE

Reporter Takes Look, See,
Listen of Campus Studio
gy pON SEGERSTROM

..MUSIC: Up and Out."
Radio Stage."
"Music: Up and Fade."
• Announcer: The College of
pacific's Campus Studio preents "ROOF PARTY," an orig
inal radio drama, written espe
cially for the program by Joseph

and Played by
was aired from
studios.

Pacificites and
Pacific's own

,Announcer:

EARLY TO WORK
If you were on the listening
end of this production, you prob
ably didn't realize that the play
JOHN CRABBE is the
ers and the sound crew and the
director of Pacific's campus
production crew and the director
studio from which a num
were on hand at the studio at ber of broadcasts are made
Loftus."
seven that evening. They had
The music comes up again and to be sure that the show clicked each week over kadio Sta
tion KWG.
fades again and the voice of the
a couple of times before they
announcer crisply continues, set opened the mikes and let it out
McCREA THE RANCHER
ting the scene.
John Crabbe, for public consumption.
Joel McCrea, now in Parathe director, stands in a tiny
When Marge Lee, Tony Reid, mount's "The Great Man's Lady,"
glassed-in room, facing the little
Clint Sherwood and Ed Miller
cluster of people around the bustle into the studio they instill operates a 1500-acre cattle ranch
45 miles from Hollywood, on
microphone.
Crabbe gestures into the dead quiet of the place
which he makes a sizeable profit
with his hands and his eyes and an air of Bohemianism that every year.
the first player speaks and then would look good even if it might
the others as their parts appear not sound well on the kilocycles. RIGHT IN MID-STREAM
in the script.
Bill Boyd, who rides horses in
To add to the general exuberance
HALF HOUR SHOW
were Laverne Nicholls and Dixie all the Hopalong Cassidy pic
This is just the beginning of Lee Shaw. They operated the tures, such as "Border Vigilan
tes," got his first motion picture
a half-hour battle with time and sound equipment.
fame riding a bucking barge in
sound and voices. It has gone PRODUCTION
"Volga Boatman."
on the air over Stockton's KWG
On the production end, with
every Wednesday night at 9:30 Crabbe, were basso Carl Moore TOUGH DAY FOR RAY
for many weeks and it probably and quiet, active Tom Gavey.
In one day, Ray Milland fell
will continue for some time to Crisp-spoken, deep-voiced Ellis from the top of a cliff and then
come.
was tossed from the dock into
Lind did the announcing.
The production of the air show
Of course, Mr. Crabbe, who is the ocean for comedy scenes in
is tense and exciting, it requires on the production end of the "Skylark," in which he teams
split-second timing and expert show, also does the directing. He with Claudette Colbert and Brian
control. It requires practice. listens to the players through a Aherne.
Most of all, it requires prepara speaker in the control room, and
tion.
when he wants to correct voice you to listen again next week at
the same time, which, is a very
THE SCRIPT
inflection or expression he flips
First, the script has to be writ a switch and then the players good idea.
ten to cover exactly the half-hour listen to him. He is very good
period the show is on the air. at that sort of thing.
For Corsages With
It has to be edited and polished "ON THE AIR"
That College Swank
and time has to be allowed for
Mr. Crabbe doesn't give vocal
See BILL HUNEFELD,
the introduction of sound effects orders when KWG is airing the
Campus Rep.
so that the listening audience play. He just uses his hands
or Phone 2-6550
may be swung away from reality and his eyes.
by suggestive noises coming from
And so, Joe Loftus' "Roof
the loudspeakers of their radio. Party" is on the air, and it is
Next, the cast must be selected on the air for thirty minutes and
^ they must study their parts the players work like beavers to
so that they may reveal in them make it good.
the interpretation that the au
2115 Pacific Ave.
At the end, Ellis Lind vocally
Dial 2 6550
thor desires.
draws the curtain and invites
THE PRACTICE
Then comes practice and more
Practice and the tussle with time
HEADQUARTERS
sTncronizntion of sounds.
Thl
FOR REFRESHMENTS
re is so much of the human
ON THE CAMPUS
element in this that it is someimes a little maddening. MadOperated by
t
°r not' ** generally proves
0
Pretty fair entertainment.
, a<^° Stage's production of
—Associated Women's Students
J loftus' "Roof Party" meant
—Employing
Student Help
entirely original C.O.P. drama
om beginning to end. It was
"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY
en by a Pacificite. Drodueed

College Flower
Shoo

THE CUB HOUSE

18, 1941
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YOUNG TO
ADDRESS
CANDIDATES

Carol Martin
Prefers
Housekeeping

Taking advantage of a fourday leave from the army, Carol
The school of education is re
j Martin and Eugene Murphy, sur
questing that all juniors and se- j
prised their friends by dashing
niors who are working toward a
„
.
.
,to Carson City, Nevada, April
general secondary credential at. .
; 7th, where they were married,
tend a very important meeting
...
, .
... . .
...
The wedding was to have been
w nes<^> evening, April 23. Mr. held at the end of Eugene's servs ey G. Young, director of sec- jce a year from now, but because
ondary student teaching, will dis j of a transfer the young couple
cuss problems that face the pros will be able to set up housekeeppective student teacher during ing in Paso Robles as soon as
practice teaching. By planning to they return from their honeveliminate some of these problems moon.
now, juniors and seniors can
The engagement of the couple
make their student teaching expe was announced in February.
rience more profitable and more Carol, a former Stockton girl,
enjoyable. It may prevent some and now of Paso Robles, was in
of the unpleasant experiences her freshman year at Stockton
which often accompany cadet J. C. and was the Pacific Co
teaching.
operative House candidate for
The meeting will be held in Queen of the Mardi Gras.
room 214 of the Administration
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Murphv,
building, Wednesday, April 23, at parents of the bridegroom, ac
7:15 p. m. Every junior and senior companied the couple to Nevada
planning to secure his general where they served as witnesses
secondary credential should plan at the ceremony.
to attend, even though it means
sacrificing other engagements.
Dr. Egbert S. Wengert of the
University of Wisconsin has been
appointed to fill the Carter Glass
chair of government at Sweet
Briar college.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Ife
;t

\

*,

Rim

IT'S

K' I'
i..

v

FRIEDBERGER'S
Featuring

TIGRESS COLOGNE
rOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
SM bit Mail Street
JEWELERS

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California
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A Well-Lik -<1 Freshman

BLAIR SMITH
Will Increase J. C. Representation

the

EX-COMMITTE
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Choir Returns
Home
(Continued from page 10)

Ex Committee
Has Busy
Night

highly popular pair and greatly
President Bill B i d d i c k an
appreciated as the tenor and bass
soloists
respectivly.
Norman
nounced Tuesday evening at the
Lamb played consistently "tops"
Ex-Committee meeting that
and his ovations as a violinist
nominations for P. S. A. offices
were tremendous. Barney Ber
nard delighted many an audience
will be held Thursday in assem
with his witty folk songs self ac
bly. The following Tuesday the
companied on the guitar.
candidates will be introduced;
The audiences were apprecia
therefore, it will be necessary for
tive, the soloists were fine, the
them to be back stage during the
tour was a great success, but the
greatest fun of the trip to the
program. He also stated that
travelers came in the associations
the polls wiU open the Thursday
in traveling. The puns were ter
mis. MARION O. PEASE following the introductions.
rible, but frequent. The casual
will serve again in her role General chairman of Mardi
errors were a great deal of fun.
as faculty adviser of the Gras, Dick Loomis, reported that
The classic statement came one
morning after a hotel stay when local chapter of the C. S. the arrangements aie coming
an innocent youhg soprano said, T. A. at its meeting next along nicely and that this year's
"e're going to have to sing a lot Wednesday night.
Mardi Gras, April 25, is destined
today," her companion looked up
to be the biggest and best ever.
in amazement and asked, "Did HAVDEN SURF-BOARDS
Secretary Jean Ferguson read
While waiting lor his next
you say sing, or sin?" The an
a
request from the Lassen Junior
swer was quick and beautiful, Paramount picture, "Dildo Cay," College asking for a College of
to
start,
Stirling
Hayden
is
spend"Sing, you fool, we just left the y
The committee
aU his free time surfboarding Pacific pennant.
hoteh" Needless to say" the"choir j
u
granted the request, adding that
lon
the
coast
of
was well chaperoned by Mr. Rob- ® ?
"
it will be sent immediately.
Ifornia.
ert Burns and Mr. J. Russell BodThe typewriter needed in the
ley, director.
(HE'S NO NOVICE
P. S. A. office and which was
Victor Schertzinger, who not
Eighty-five per cent of June Qn]y direeted Param0unt's "Road petitioned for at the last meet
graduates at University of Texas to Zanzibar," but also wrote mu ing, was reported to have been
plan to go to work, 10 per cent sic for it, is no novice. His first purchased and placed in the of
plan to marry, 5 per cent plan bow in Hollywood came as an ac fice.
to return home.
companist to a concert singer.
The convention at Santa Rosa
for presidents and cabinets of
student bodies was mentioned to
the members who decided that
if it was at all possible a dele
gate from Pacific would be sent.

"KILLER"

GEORGE KAPEL
—for—

PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE
1.

Professional Newspaper Man.

2.

Second in Oratory and Extemp, National J. C.
Tournament.

I.IVES THE PART
Eddie Bracken, who has a
great comedy part in Para
mount's "Caught in the Draft,"
insisted upon having his head
given an authentic, short "Army
haircut" so that he could play
the part.
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CAMPUS
CICEROS
RETURN
Kapel, Kegler Back
After Two
Weeks' Tour
Ambassadors of the Pacific De
bate Squad, those two fast talk
ing, verb slinging boys touched
with wander-lust—George Kapel
and Joe Kegler—returned to Pa
cific's campus Wednesday eve
ning after a two weeks' trans
continental tour.
NO'TH
Traveling from coast to coast,
debating first in this school and
then that one, Joe and George
accompanied by Prof. Robert D.
Clark, literally spoke their way
to Charlotte, North Carolina to
meet new people and win new
laurels.
For, here, Phi Rho Pi, the na
tional Junior College forensic
fraternity, staged its national
tournament. And, here, also the
two "K's" scored again. George
"Ku" Kapel placed second in ex
temporaneous speaking and radio
and gave the oratory finalists a
run tor their money. Joe Klux
Kegler supported his colleague
with a third in extemp and was
placed in the highest rank of
"progression." It took an allround man like Joe to extempor
ize on a question, analyze the
problem, then defend his views
in an impromptu debate.
KU, KLUX
The "Ku" and the "Klux" of
Pacific's "Ku Klux Klan" com
peted with southern drawls in
West Texas University, Harding

TOM FERRARI
—for—

PUBLICATIONS
Jr. Prexy

CLAUDE
HOGAN
for

"A LEADER"
E35

"UPON YOUR

~
th|
twang~ of
Greeley s
ta
•
atate
^
T
vcr
ver TTniir^««:x_
University, en roJ *
thev took on
rxr, XT
they
New pn- , TV
and their Yankeei
ms
a. amveeiyms
rest of the country
he fou .
day tourney in the
r
P
South.
Pacific's R(Ji ' S
were in the top ten of
It has been rumored th ^
J<*
and George have
stories to be told abomwl>
ton, D. C„ the word
"Friend" in New Orleans'*
ans
<- Slicker (the "C"
.
C.
i0 tandthe
18 for cou
try, not city) evenly bptl°U n.
them. Just what it is all 1"
won. If th. Week,/ t
Blanket Pants and all the
that would be stealing
stuff so just call up OmegfpJ
and ask for Ku and Klux
Not to be outdone by his n,
fessorial comrade Clark, Prof !
S. Betz and his three-and-half
year-old daughter, Robin J
trained to Minneapolis, Minn?
sota, where the Pi Kappa Delta
directors arranged for the bien.
nial national tournament
Ute

Prof. Betz, a National Council
member, was elected to the Coun
cil in Knoxville, Tennessee last
year. Prof, and his diminutive
companion attended the two-day
meeting and spent nine days listening to the "All-the-Boards" as
Robin Ann calls it.
750 COMPETE
There shall be no champion
ships at the Pi Kappa Delta Na
tional Forensic Tournament next
year in Minneapolis. The speak
ers will be rated from Superior
on down and awards will be
given to chapters rather than in
dividual members of that chap
ter. The delegates will be under
one roof (all 750 of them) at the
Reddison Hotel in Minneapolis.
It seems that uniforms are irresistable, even at 3%. After be
coming the sweetheart of the
sailors on the east bound train
any man in uniform to Robin
Ann is met with 'There's my
man!"
One of the interesting charac
ters met by the traveling due
was the conductor who called out
"Follow me, folks. Both ends o
this train stops, but get off ithe middle. Step this way.
Travel sounds like these will nn,
in the ears of Pacific's Cicer°®~
our Ambassadors of Good
for sometime.

HONOR"

EX-COMMITTEE
• REBATE MANAGER
• EX-COMMITTEE
• ALL COLLEGE HONOR

L

ELECT JANE O'CONNOR
•for-

BOB
CONAWAY
—for—

PUBLICATIONS
9

Four Semesters as a Weekly Editor

0 News Editor of Weekly
9

Sports Editor of Naranjado
EXPERIENCE COUNTS

SECRETARY
-of—

P. S. A.
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Football
Up With
Game

Tiger
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. CUBS CRUSH
PAPOOSES
EASILY

Tracks
By JACK TOOMAY

YOUR NOSE and ours just ahead
out gets healed up and feeling
Pretty all right again when back

< 'oath Chris Kjeldseu's mighty Jaysee splash crew

drowned the Stanford Freshmen two weeka
the-grindstone. a«° Saturday afternoon in the Stanford pool, 57-16.
- tbe .i-nuras
theii j
teachers conunue
continue their
The hapless Stanfords, tabbed to give the locals »
r
eternal cranking.
During
uig the
lllc va
va- strong
•*
*run
«•» according
uvwiuiu^ to
w compared
i «mi
times, were able to
a.

VARSITY MEETS
ALUMNI SATURDAY

a 5°el!

against

rutTilessly

i ^a'10n week athletic endeavor by eke out only one first place. They*' watTt"1''51'8 01 *b'S student body f°t this first
in the 150-yard the listed State record by one
With the last week of spring football practice
cor|si(lerable standstill, backstroke when
the Stanford second when they negotiated the
drawn to the annual Alumni Se"»fi£SV- The m/
was carried
rs performance ,nan out-touched Cub Sandy Ath gruelling distance in 3:50.3.
out by half miler erton.
n3S
Russ Gibeson and A1 Haw
Lrs and the new ones is to be played tomorrow Satnr .,™ Oakes, who ran the last WRIGHT CLOSE
kins divided the points in the
.lay. at 1:30 p. m. at Baxter Stadium.
'
late Ah C»U'T,h Ibecause he was
Only dull portion of the meet diving as the papooses did not
The Staggmen will be repre>
could
^lth Slaughtet v"as the 200-yard breast stroke even supply a diver for com
sented at the outset by a fairly with all the bad points you'll see
out of his carto pickup^e '" Wh'Ch Ra'Ph Wright failed t0 petition.
experienced team. Since the be a game for your money.
tv Saiiv v,
attain the pool record, missing
Kn0Cked 0Ver » by one second.
ginning of the practice season,
The teams line up as:
Ouife
Lh!
Quite
accidentally.
Coach Stagg has been teaching
However, Fred Tiioli more
Varsity
Aiumni
the new recruits some of the
tlian made up for this slight
ky
WE
SHALL
now
let
you
partake
REL
Sn
•
*Uwood
pjtty and giving them an idea SZT
mishap by breaking two listed
RTL
Y'aughan of a choice literary morsel which State Jaysee records. He swam
of the system that the varsity S
k
~°°
RGL
Irwin we have been concealing in the
Added highlights of the annu
will use
y0.^'
C... McVVill'ms pantry for some time. It seems the 220 free style in 2:20.2 to
^yjjAKNESSES
JohnSOn
"in
Fine that way up north somewhere, break that record by two sec al varsity-alumni contest will
Though the varsity as a whole Klapstein
LTR
Gay
we forgot exactly where, there onds; and the 440 free style in be a half-time program of track
will prove a better than average Scl,mldt
LER .. Swae'tv is a college. This college has some 5:05.5 which lowered that rec events. Members of Coach Jack
_ .•
.
WnrlrnnB..^
n
» J
son's Cub and Tiger teams will
team, apring practice has Warkentine .. Q .
Oleata students and a paper. Not hav ord by one econd.
compete in a special mile relay
brought to light, along with some Slaughter .. RHL
Cooper ing noted their paper carefully I STATE RECORDS
LHR
Doyle Bushman won the 100- and hurdle race.
Siegfried am not sure whether it comes
prospects, some very glaring Camicia
Brown
R
^ thereby
Cubs Pres Peek, Stan Cooley,
Mears out every month or six times a „yard free style in 57.6,
weaknesses. The most glaring
year. Probably the latter. Any breaking the Stockton Jaysee and Ray Mitchler, and Bengal Bob
weakness is the lack of a com
Les Steers, University of Ore how they have a trivial sports school mark.
Nikkei will run a 110-high hurpetent signal caller and field
gon sophomore, jumped to the page which has a trivial column
The medley relay team broke dle race; Nikkei recently set a
general. L a s t y e a r s e v e r a l
unbelievable height of seven feet in which numerous trivial things the school record with their new record in this race in :he
games were lost simply because one-half inch with tennis shoes.
are said.
3:11.2.
interclass.
of incompetent field generalship.
Tbe four man 400-yard relay i
PIIBTHI'DUAD®
Four quarter milers will be
Another weak point is the
Pacific's oldest track record
:
E'
tbis
,
c°Uege,
team
composed
of
Taioli,
Bushchosen
from each squad for fh*
(ackle spot, Some great foot- , made in 1929, is a 23 foot 3 and
,
a conference | man, Wright and Mills lowered i exhibition mile relay,
ball sage remarked, 'a team is 718 inch broad jump by Lover- basketball championship from the j
no better than its weakest idge.
Tigers. Luck, of course. Besides,
they cheated. They had seven
tackle.' We are weak at the
The Chicago Towers club swim men on their team to our five.
tackle spot. But even more
than the tackle spot we are ming team set a new worlds rec We said at much in our own gen
925 N. Wilson Way
Dial 4 4695
very weak at guard. Offen ord for the 400 yar relay at at tle way and let it go at that. But
holy smoke, this out-of-the-way
s i v e l y a n d d e f e n s i v e l y t h e 3:29.6.
columnist jumped at us. Verbal
Launderers — Dry Cleaners
guards are the backbone of the
ly. Like a horde of wildcats and
Paul
Robeson,
great
negro
sing
line. Without a good guard
See Campus Representatives
er, was an all-American football then waited in fiendish glee for
your team won't function. We player.
(Continued
on
Page
H.)
need guards.
• Rhizomia
Ed Denney
Don't get the idea that all is
• Omega Phi
Roger Cross
black in the Tiger camp. We
• Men's Hall
Don Jackson
have on hand some pretty fair
ii
ball players, but unfortunately
all are backs or centers. Let us
hope that the game Saturday
proves me wrong but I'm afraid j
—for—
that it won't. We need some line- !
men.
UNE-UPS
Getting back to the game, it j j
wil be a pretty good game. There
,s hable to be a few fumbles but

HALF-TIME
TRACK

National Towel & Laundry Go.

"CHUCK CAPPS
YELL LEADER

Nothing But the Best for C. O. P.

for

Vice-President

LOIS
BUGBEE

^U*l 4

PACIl

Page 14
Complete dramas, staged and
produced at an averagee cost of
S10, are being developed by Wellesley college students in an ef
fort to create inexpensive army
camp entertainment.

'lc WEEKLY, FRIDAY,

APK1L_

Yale university has set up a
plan of group insurance for stu
dents which provides reimburse
ment of medical and hospital bills
up to $500 for any one accident

TIGER
TRACKS

each year.

our rebuttal. None came. So the
next week he challenged us to a

Glenn West
for

Representation
on th«

PSA EX-COMMITTEE

(Continued from page 13)
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Salinas Wins
League Match

fight. Verbal.

Conference Leaders

WE WERE just a little sleepy

Have Little Trouble

when we read this challenge.
Therefore, we forget, exactly
what it said. But rest assured: it
was a challenge. We considered
this challenge very carefully ask
ing ourselves many exploring
Finally we found a very appropri
ate question to ask ourselves. We
queried: What would Joe Louis
do if we challenged him to a
fight? And let it go at that.
CORRESPONDENCE is a won
derful thing. You hear from all
sorts of people. For instance, last
week we heard from that gener
ous giver of good gymnasiums,
Joe Paul Giovannetti. We always
liked Joe rather well in spite of
the fact that he sometimes ex
hibited fiery zeal. He seemed like
a kind fellow. Besides, he gave
the school a new gym which is
almost as good as a new chapel.
Unless of course your father is
a minister. Joe used to do a lot
of good line plunging for Doug
las Dashiell and was well known
and well liked about the campus.
In his letter he said that he en
closed his return address so that

Victims of an assortment of incidents beyond *K
control, Stockton Jaysee's tennis squad went A
swinging before their unexpected and almost „n
come guests, Salinas Junior College, 6 to l, on Am^1'
/-V.l. Park
„lr- courts.
oAllt'fc
""U 5
at. the Oak
Except for one jolting setback,•
message nor informed
the conference leading lettuce the hor
—-^mie( a
Panther squad which was the
men had little trouble disposing
on a tour that included Yuba?!
of the undermanned and befud
Stockton, with the result th*!
dled Cub squad. The meet was
a prize mix-up, due mostly to the on Saturday morning Salinas „
rived in Stockton and
found
wiiU io
rainy weather. Coach Dashiell,
Coach Dashiell playing goif a.,
seeing that it would not clear
the Cub squad scattered to the
released his squad for Easter va
four winds. . After a hasty con.
cation on Friday noon and at
ference, dunng which the visi
the same time telegraphed the
tors pleaded a lack of traveling
Salinas athletic department that
money which a return to Stockthe meet was to be called off.
ton later would necessitate, DasUnfortunately no one answered

hiell consented to unpostpoiie the
meet and managed to round up
we might write to him. He said some of his team while the Sa
that he was usually at home and linas squad personally swept the
that he would not likely be chang water off the courts.

ing his residence in the immedi
ate future.
WARD TEN, Talmage.

The win was an easy one
for the visitors, except for the
stunning upset of the high
powered undefeated Panther
doubles team of Hyatt and
Laisch by the new combination
of Noel Prince and Chet Covey,
2-6, 6-2, 6-2. Prince and Covey
showed surprising power in
winning their match, but both
bowed to Salinas in the singles.
Prince lost to Sorenson 4-6, 6-3,
8-6, while Covey fell before
Hyatt 6-3, 2-6, 7-5. Lasich defeated Johnson of the Cubs
6-3, 6-0; Johnson of Salinas de
feated Goodman 62-, 6-4 and
Emerson of Salinas won by de
fault. The number two Panther
team of Emer on and Soren
son defeated Johnson and Good
man 6-1, 6-3.
COGS LACKING
The squad missed the help of
Kaffen, Smythe and Dedrick who
had gone home for the holidays.

Swim Show
Precedes
Mardi Gras
As a prelude to Pacifies an
nual Mardi Gras, a giant swim
show under the direction o
Ralph Wright, and featun g
niany well known college Pe

alities will be held in the
pool Thursday evening o£
week, beginning at 7:45.
^
Master of ceremonies
^
Clinton Sherwood who
troduce a long list o en
^
ment which will incl"d jc gob
ing by handsome, a
Euge„c
Nikkei, and music oy
^
Lancelle's
band- -JJ be
j^ariceuc a ten-piece
t
...
HI '
included on the progia
du0,
the well Known
known Hawai
Ai
Charlie Mokiao and
gud
and the famous clown P
Stefan and Bob Ala™6 ing'S P«'

Hey!—Hey!
Vole for

Highlighting the ev ^
formances will be
Marie
tion of foot fins by E
j?

ED FAYE
Ex-Committee

SECRETARY
of P. S. A.

Genuit, Junior CoI^ealong W#
ace, who will also
Qlfi
onf> <
Ray Cope, concede
B 0n
the best springboard
^
ersf . unf!
mn m
the
LI1C coast.
w—' -IntersP swi^
U
the events will
Big"
meet between
sch°°
School and Grant
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workThTw^ch^r W

1'.1" ^
^atyst™tKe
^
Indiana university recently
W<?U known A ^
e w ell known Dwight W. Morrow recently was
Rariir.
>
opened
its $1,000,000 hall of
3" I Ami W°rkSh°p' 'am*xs tor their
alone. Present day ca
presented to Smith college.
music.
b
d
Ambr
°ne
<** Bierce aeries.
series. But that
•^^Easter vacation gone from
from the
the membeVT* *^
mdio " another story.
Franklin and Marshall college
drama
class
and
then
if
,!
of
all
good
things,
we
way
Phi Beta Phi has the largest
Suit'
the6
able
character
can
L
r
tlle
blv'tes you to j is offering free swimming intune
•
skiing gentry, come
«- back
«««-«. •hat group thm
membership of any college so
'°»»d In
nstl^nTfaynights9:30istructlon to
° again to face the stark real- his cast from th»
undergraduates. rority.
. bbe Sets forRTdi°oee>
Lls,en to the fa-1
mmlr
•
° of teachers, classes, boloney "sing student materia" ^^
tZT/8 01 Perhaps one °f
. more nonsence. The only ents only. PreSent dramacl«Ut Lrint ^tf °k 3gain maybe t0 a
6
y Lulu Glut^, who
thing left to delight the die-hard radio boast familiar na
on sTk LT "
Pacific air lanes- n>r»-:
0 you to Accounting
batsmen is the week-enders that Harriet Budin, Jean Cau^S Arfa 1
week
^ ^ Until 2S
w in store for them as long bin Gay Crabbe, Truella £
the slopes are covered. From Harriet Kientz, Marge
jay around now, it looks like Moore, LaVerne Nicolas
Donations to
Dixie Lee Shaw.
'
the season will extend into late
"A Girl With Ability'
DIRECTION
Weber Hall
Direction
of
Radio
Stage
has
J"*
* *
t
Several donations have been
been divided between Art Farev
SOME dogs seem to have all and John Crabbe in somewhat made u, Weber Hall TSLfZ
the luck. During the Easter broken order. Art Farey wa7a!
trih.Tf? EriC Jacobsen has con
jecess Hal Grahlman and brothe helm starting Spring '38, sum tributed a seal skin which he
along with Ralph mer session '38 and summer '5 caught and skinned himself.
er pick
Schuerer spent the whole week John Crabbe handling it the se^ here are several new varieties
mesters since fall '38; doing it in of snakes and lizards which were
at Lake Alpine with Shimke
brothers. The fellows reported fumme^39, and still at the con contributed by several members
of the Death Valley trip,
that skiing was perfect, with
plenty of frozen powder in

By

roixie bomo

,

ZSZ****"*

Zur

MARGE

THATCHER

prominence.
~

»

»

»

THIS coming week-end the P.
g. C.'ers will travel to their reg
ular sliding grounds around the
Conner Summit area.
»

»

*

IT has been announced by the
Pacific ski club that there will
be a dinner for all members next
Monday night at Dawn Zuckerman's home on North Hunter
street at seven o'clock.
*

*

-for—
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TALKING about good luck
here is one of the opposite na
ture. An unidentified ranger
spent a week and a half alone
snowbound with a broken leg
in the Emigrant Gap district.
Rescue parties were until Mon
day bring out the injured man
because of continuous snowing.
* * »
HERE is the last of the C.S.A.
ski tests. Good luck. The first
class award is made for general
excellence in either touring or
racing in any sanctioned national
or international meet

Jaysees
Vs. Yuba
In Tennis

BOB
MONAGAN
Well Known -- Well Liked
An Able, Experienced Administrator
to I

Jif
PermiWtog, D o n g Da™ie«s Jaysee tennis men will
meet the invading Ynba Junior
ege squad here tomorrow
"awning at ten o'clock.
,„3he,Yuba squad will be slight
aJth0«gh they manauprf^
sni, . bold the powerful Salinas
a
' 2 while Stockton could
nn,
wn ^ °ne out of six- Dashiell
b's team around and
win S
an<i P ab'y use the new Prince
whirl, °Vey douhles combination,
lina« ^orked so well against Sa
team f6 Wil1 pick the rest °f the
Kaffen^"1 & gr°Up toduding
Smythe, Goodman, Dedrick
3 *
nck and
Johnson.
Cnj" fyesday of next week, the
y bost to to<!
Joni
Modesto
Con„ ^ese squad on the

at 2:15 - The Mo22VE5
Which h.j
sr l
a Wlnnin

President
P. S. A.
Chairman of Publications Committee

s< ua<1

de,eated among others o
of'Kr n rament<> by the score
2- Sacramento '
" the
"
Cuh* 7o
^ramento took
laus JT This ^ves the Stanisthe ^Uad the uPPer hand, but
they aysees have shown that
When a" r®se toe
heights
nec«ssary, and will battle

n.

iWi^to of Ottawa Collegiate
**y Of 1Q1^ying t0 solve a mys9J3' revealed in a letter
from
year. xr
nor student of that
Plainer »fS syhil Stewart comthe "gold" medal
PresentJ
t0 ber to
°t her
recognition
tutoed
Scbolastic standing has
Sided hro ^ t0 ^ nothing but
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Army Vacancy
°pen to Men

Bengal's Have Many Meets;
Cubs Perform Here Today

Brigadier General j n
van, state selective Ser
tor, has stated that the
vacancies for colwe" ^ ^
ing the coming sum
%
mhs
It will allow undergraa, ° '
volunteer to complete C*
of military requirement
^
" ^
Cub cindermen finally get their long-delayed oppor to return to school ln
fan,
Pacific's muddled track situation began to un-muddle tunity to stretch their practice-weary legs this afternoon 1942.

"JAYSEES IN LEAVE
TRIANGULAR THIS P. M.

RECAPITULATION SHOWS
MANY MEETS COMING UP

As a result, the Tiger
this week with clearing skies
in a triangular meet with Menlo and San Francisco
thinclads find themselves with five meets within the Junior Colleges, the latter reputedly especially strong.
next two weeks. The Cubs have four meets in three
The visiting squads, handicapped as were the Jajweeks.

sees by continued wet weather,•
nual meet with the Placer jayhave little realization of their
sees.
own strength; however, the San
The Bengals open their local
Francisco aggregation served no
competition with a meet with the
tice that they will be the team to Chico Wildcats. This squad was
beat. Last weekend they bested defeated by the San Francisco
the Bay City's State College by Staters in an early season meet;
two points.
however,, they are rapidly round-

For convenience the following#
recapitulation is presented:
DAVIS WON?

Yesterday the Tigers travelled
to Davis for a meet with the Cal
Aggie Mustangs, heavy favorites.
This afternoon the Cubs play
host in a triangular trackfest
to the squads of San Francisco
and Menlo Junior Colleges.
The meet is scheduled to begin
at 3:00 p. m.

SACS
LEAD
P. C- L-

OGDEN OUT?

The beginning of the second
Next Tuesday, April 22, the week of Pacific coast baseball
Bengals square off with the
play the Sacramento Solons still
Chico Wildcats in a meet post
poned from April 4. It also will lead the coast with eight wins
begin at 3:00 p. m. in Baxter Sta and two losses.
dium.
Under the fiery leadership of
DUAL MEET
Pepper Martin the Sacs seem
Then on Wednesday the Jay- set to go places this year. Mar
sees travel to Auburn for a dual tin, fresh from the St. Louis
competition with the water-logged Cardinals, is set to try for the
Placer J. C. squad.
pennant in his first year of man
On Friday, April 25, the har agership.
ried Tigers again take to the
Both games that the Senators
road, with a dual meet with the has lost this season were by one
weak San Francisco State team. run with the Portland Beavers
The month-long po tponement and the Los Angeles club.
of the Modesto J. C.-Tiger-Cub
triangular circus ends on Tues
day, April 29. The local meet
is tentatively scheduled to begin
at 3:00 p. m.
SEASON ENDS

The culmination of the short
ened Bengal season comes with
the Far Western Conference
meet at Davis on Saturday, May
3. It is expected that the Tigers
and the Cal Aggie aggregation
will be fighting for first honors.
The following Wednesday,
May 7, the local high school is
entertained by the Jaysees.
This meet also suffered a
month-long postponement.
JAYSEE LOOP

IJengal hopes for
StfQj
squad are depending
tried candidates, among l""'
are Dusty Miller in thehai? #>
Clare Slaughter •n
" the and
high
jump. Both these me„ i,"6"
daily football practice Jr
may not have the kinks
work
ed out.

Too much dependence must not
be placed in the meet's final re
sult, however, for the Staters did
not have their regular competi
tors. Cub question mark will be
lanky Bob Ogden, dependable
frosh high jumper, who may not
be able to compete because of
conflicts with a job. Other men
may suffer from the lack of ac
tual competition.

"CHUCK CAPPS"
-for—

YELL LEADER

Next Wednesday the Cubs
travel to Auburn for their an

Re-elect:

"IRV"
SPRAGUE

Jaysee Men
In Smash-Up

Easter wees, with all its gayity
was- lost upon three J. C. stu
dents when their car was com
pletely demolished a few miles
outside of Fallon, Nevada, late
last Saturday night.

—to—

PUBLICATIONS
0 Manager of Weekly

The three luckless fellows,
all prominent in Jaysee ath
letics, are: Ray Stacy, broadjump ace, Ranny Smith and
Dean O'Connor, stellar basket
ball men of the '41 squad.

0 Elected Member of Publications
0 Professional Newspaper Man

5

Although none of the men
The Northern California Junior
College Conference meet at Sac were seriously injured, Stacy and
ramento on Saturday, May 10, O'Connor were hospitalized for
will end the Cubs' league compe observation over night.
tition.
.

Semesters onl pacific J®
ion
y
- Publication

Both squads may enter teams
in the annual Fresno Belays
on May 17.

MUMPS
HALT
SWIM MEET
Their meet of last Wednesday,
postponed when the Grant preps
were leveled by an attack of the
mumps, Coach Kjeldsen will
send his Jaysee swimming squad
through their paces in a series
of exhibitions tomorrow as part
of the Block P day.

The events will also serve as
time trials for the competitionstarved Cubs who have no meets
until the 29th, when they meet
Lodi High School heree at the
Pacific pool. Kjeldsen will use
many different combinations of
men in the various relays and
hopes to uncover somee new tal
ent. Those who will see action
include Taioli, Bushman, Carroll,
Monoghah, Mills, Hawkins,
Wright, Warner in the free style;
Warner, Atherton, Platti in the
backstroke, and Wright and Toomay in the breaststroke.
Of the 15 Far Western Confer
ence track records, nine are held
by Fresno, three by Chico and Nevade, the Aggies and Pacific hold
one each.

P. S. A.
TREASURER
"likable"

DOW
FRESH PREXY
• 2 YRS. EX-COMMITTEE
• VARSITY CENTER
• INTELLIGENT
• INDUSTRIOUS

